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Previous studies comparing memory loss in dementia and depression
have been criticised for failing to equate for differences in initial learning
ability. The purpose of this study was to see if elderly depressed subjects
would demonstrate a normal "U" shaped serial position curve (i.e. the
tendency to show increased recall of items at the beginnings and
endings of lists) after their level of recall was reduced to the same level
as subjects with dementia by decreasing the time to study each item.
Groups of normal (N=20), depressed (N=20) and dementing (N=20)
subjects were examined for their ability to remember serially presented
words and pictures.

The results of analyses revealed that while

depressed subjects showed significant memory loss, pattern of memory
recall clearly distinguished them from the demented group.

In

comparison to the dementia sample, depressives continued to show a
robust "primacy effect" (i.e. better recall of words from the beginnings of
lists). Results were consistent for both visual and verbal modalities. This
finding is in accord with previous research suggesting that memo,ry loss
experienced in depression is characteristically different from that found in
dementia.

The serial position paradigm may be clinically useful for

distinguishing patients with early dementia from elderly depressed
patients with memory deficits.
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Recent research in New Zealand indicates that 7.7 % of people over the age
of 65 suffer from some form of dementing disorder (Campbell, 1981;
Sheerin & Fox, 1983).

Donaldson (1984) estimates that nine to ten

thousand of these are advanced cases. Reported prevalence rates for mild
or moderate dementia show less agreement.

This same trend has been

reported in other western societies with increasing adult survival rates
(McLean, 1987a).

The most common task faced by neuropsychologists working with older
adults is the differentiation of cognitive changes accompanying dementia
from those observed with depression or normal ageing (La Rue, D'Elia,
Craik, Spar & Jarvik, 1986).

Despite their increasing frequency and

importance, dementing disorders continue to be one of the most neglected
areas of psychological research.

A major reason for this is the lack of

agreement among researchers about the meaning of the term dementia
(Kral, 1962).

Many of the available definitions are diverse, non-spe,cific, and lacking in
empirical support. However, most definitions refer to a decline in memory,
or other cognitive abilities, severe enough to interfere with environmental
functioning (Lewinsohn & Teri, 1983).
Statistical

The DSM III-R

(Diagnostic and

Manual of Mental Disorders - Revised, 3rd edition) seems to

provide

the

most· widely

used

criteria

(American

Psychiatric

Association, 1987)~ It includes personality change and a variety of higher
cognitive deficits and excludes other conditions that may mimic dementia.

However, the clinical utility of the DSM III criteria has recently been criticised
(Jorm & Henderson, 1985). Since dementia is a dimensional rather than a
categorical disorder the boundaries between normal and abnormal ageing
are blurred. The problem of placing appropriate cut-off points is generally
ignored and therefore, encourages diagnostic unreliability. More specificly,
the criteria do not help clarify the overlap of symptoms in dementia and
depression; for example,. memory loss is also to be expected in depression
since DSM III-R standards include memory loss as a criterion for diagnosis
of depression. Although, this is also true for a number of other psychiatric
conditions that mimic dementia, depression is most frequently confused with
dementia in elderly patients (Kiloh, 1961; Reisberg & Ferris, 1982).

The differential diagnosis of dementia and depression in the elderly can be
so difficult that five to 15 percent of patients who have initially been
diagnosed as demented may later be diagnosed as suffering from a
depressive illness (Feinberg & Goodman, 1984; Hart, 1987a).

Accurate

diagnosis is further complicated by the fact that these two disorders are not
necessarily mutually exclusive (Reifler, Larson & Hanley, 1982).

A

depressed patient getting older may develop dementia, or ..a patient with
multi-infarct dementia may become aware of their
become clinically depressed (Miller, 1977).

~ew

limitations and

Furthermore, there is

speculation that depressive syptoms may be the earliest presenting features
in a dementing illness (Feinberg & Goodman, 1984).

To add to this

diagnostic confusion, elderly patients may commonly deny or mask early
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intellectual changes (Salzman & Shader, 1978). Feinberg and Goodman
(1984) have attempted to address these diagnostic issues by proposing four
ideal categories:

Depression presented as dementia; depression with

secondary dementia; dementia presenting as depression and dementia with
secondary depression.

Memory impairment is generally cited as the earliest sign of a dementing
disorder (Albert, 1981; Sim & Sussman, 1962; Storandt, Botwinick,
Danzieger, Berg & Hughes, 1984; Vitaliano, Breen, Albert, Russo & Prinz,
1984; Weingartner, Grafman, Boutelle, Kaye & Martin, 1983). It is also the
most likely symptom to suggest dementia in depressed subjects (Marsden &
Harrison, 1972). However, disorientation, loss of self care skills, failure at
work, apathy, difficulty in concentration and attentiveness and complaints of
memory loss are symptoms of the early stages of dementia that may also
present in depression with elderly patients (Kiloh, 1962; Post, 1975; Wells,
1979).

Similarly, depressed mood, irritability, anxiety, loss of interest,

decreased spontaneity, variability of facial expression and somatic
complaints can cause a person with early dementia to appear to be
suffering from a depressive disorder (Hart, Kwentus, Taylor & Harkins,
1987). This phenomenon has been given the label "Pseudodementia"
(Caine, 1981; Gustafson & Nilsson, 1982; Kiloh, 1961; Lazarus, Newton,
Cohler, lessor & Swheon, 1987; Libow, 1983; McAllister, 1981; Raskin &
Rae, 1980). Difficulty in diagnosis is most likely to occur whe.n the dementia
is early in its course (Huppert & Tym, 1986).

The potentially serious consequences of misdiagnosis have been
considered by Mayeaux and Rosen (1983).

These include:

Avoidable

chronicity; unnecessary suffering; malnutrition; increased possibility of
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suicide; anti social behaviour; premature retirement; interruption and
permanent loss of functional roles; failure to cope with chronic disability or
illness; addiction; polypharmacy; overutilization of social and medical
services; unnecessary institutionalization or admission; alienation of
significant others and the high mortality of incorrectly treated depressive
states. As Huppert and Tym (1986) point out, early detection of dementia is
clearly a priority, despite the fact that no treatment is yet available. This will
help to understand the history of the disorder; to achieve early intervention;
to avoid crises; to sustain people in the community; to assist in the
management of patients (Nott & Fleminger, 1975); and to introduce
pharmacological treatments at a stage when they are most likely to prove
effective.

Identification of depression may mean successful reversal of

cognitive deterioration (Cummings & Benson, 1980).

Current research seems to make a distinction between senile dementia of
the Alzheimers type (SDAT), multi-infarct dementia (MID) and Korsakoff's
Syndrome.

Subjects with SDAT and MID are the most commonly

mentioned groups in reviews of dementia research. SDAT is characterized
by the presense of numerous neuritic plaques in the nucleus basalis,
hippocampus and neocortex (Hyman, Van Hoesen, Damasio & Barnes,
1984; Squire, Cohen & Nadel, 1983; Tomlinson, Blessed & Roth, 1970),
and deterioration is usually progressive. In contrast, MID is caused by
multiple occlusions of the cerebral arteries, and impairment depends on
where the occlusions are located. The main features of MID are its abrupt
onset, flucuating course, a history of strokes, focal symptoms or signs of
stepwise deterioration (Hachiniski, 1975).

5

There is evidence that the cognitive abnormalities apparent in depression
are caused physiologically (Miller, 1975), and may reflect a biochemical
imbalance (i.e. changes in motivational states are mediated by changes in
catechoiiminergic systems (Cohen et. ai, 1982). Since the hippocampus is
the most severely affected in dementia and this area is part of the limbic
system which is involved in emotional change, it would be hardly surprising
if a diease process affecting the limbic system led to cognitive impairment
as well as depression.

It could be, on the otherhand, that cognitive dysfunction occurring in elderly
depressives is a secondary problem rather than being a primary organic
dysfunction. Impairment is more likely to be a result of lowered motivation,
inattention, learned helplessness or cognitive distraction (Caine, 1981; Hart
et aI., 1987a; Miller & Lewis, 1977; Reding, Taylor & Blass, 1985; Steel &
Feldman, 1979; Weingartner et aI., 1984; Whitehead, 1974). Since there is
insufficient evidence to support either view, and since physiological causes
are only confirmed reliably at autopsy, the differential diagnoses of
dementia and depression still remain the responsibility of the clihician.

In addition to neuropsychological assessment, there are a number of lab
techniques that have been used to diagnose dementia.
Compterized Tomography Scans (CT scans);

These include:

Electroencephalograms

(EEG's), and Dexamethasone Suppression Tests (DST's) .. However, the
diagnostic utility of these techniques are still in doubt; for example,
neurofibrillary tangles, and widening of cortical sulci may also be present in

E

the CT scans of both depressived and normal elderly people (Bayles &
Kasniak, 1987). Similarly, evidence supporting the use of both the EEG and
DST in differential diagnosis is controversial (McClean, 1987a; McAllister,
1981 ).

If the underlying causes of memory loss in dementia and depression are
different, it may be possible to see if there are specific patterns of cognitive
impairment that wi" accurately distinguish between the two disorders. One
would expect depressed elderly persons to produce a pattern of cognitive
deficit that was different in character to those suffering from either SDAT or
MID.

Different patterns of memory dysfunction have been useful in

discriminationg between ofther organic disorders such as Korsakoff's
syndrome and amnesic states (Jorm, 1986; Mayes and Meude", 1981).
Attempts to extend this approach to dementia research have been
fragmentary and contradictory (McLean, 1987a).

A fuller understanding of the nature of these cognitive deficits requires a
detailed analysis of the components and processes which underlie learning
and memory within a memory framework.

Models of Memory
The most common conception of memory involves three main memory
processes.

Sensory memory, short-term memory (STM) ."and long-term

memory (LTM) (Baddeley, 1981).

Sensory memory is a preattentive and

very unstable information registration system which is modality specific, and
maintains a literal copy of the stimulus for up to two seconds (e.g. iconic
memory is the term used to describe this system within the visual modality).
Information briefly passes through sensory memory so it can be encoded
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into STM.

The second phase, STM, requires the ability to retain fixed

aspects of a stimulus for a brief period, estimated to range from 30 seconds
to half an hour. It is also known as working memory or primary memory.
The modality of incoming information is probably dealt with at this point.
Information needs to be transformed in such a way that it can be stored. For
example, it is the acoustic charactistics of words that are encoded in STM
(Tulving, 1985; Baddeley, 1972). Temporary systems such as these are
characterized by a rapid decay of information.

The third phase is LTM, a separate information processing system which
can be employed if the subject is to retain a stimulus or concept for a longer
period of time. If newly acquired information is adequately rehearsed it may
then be permanently encoded into LTM storage. Once in LTM, levels of
processing in terms of the information's physical characteristics and
meanings take place. Recall of material requires the individual to locate or
retrieve the previously encoded information.

Increasing emphasis is also being placed on semantic memory in dementia
research (Branconnier & DeVitt, 1983, Hart et aI., 1987a; Nebes, Martin &
Horn, 1984; Weingartner, 1981, 1982).

Tulving (1985), distinguishes

between procedural, episodic and semantic memory systems.

These

systems are highly interdependent because information to be used in
thinking processes is transferred between them.

"Proce.dural memory

enables organisms to retain learned connections between stimuli and
responses ... and to respond adaptively to the environment" (Tulving, 1985,
p. 385), that is, it enables a person to remember how to do things (Craik &
Trehub, 1982).

Procedural memory usually involves unconscious motor,

perceptual or cognitive learning. Whereas, episodic memory retrieves and
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stores information about temporally dated episodes or events and the
temporal spatial relations between the stores (e.g. knowledge of language,
syntax and personal details).

According to Budzenski (1986), episodic

memory can be tested in formal tests such as digit-span, sentence
repetition, word list recall and figural reproduction.

"It allows for the re-

experiencing and retrieval of a prior event or episode of lear:ling"
(Budzenski, 1986, p. 5). Semantic memory is the central processing unit of
human knowledge. It refers to stored conceptual knowledge of the world, as
distinct from a stored record of personal experiences (Tulving, 1985).

In

addition, it is the system in which the intermodality transfer of information
occurs Semantic memory involves the learning and retrieval of meanings,
facts, associations and rules, which have been established in memory over
long periods of time. The logical memory recall test used in the Wechsler
Memory Scale for example, involves semantic memory, because it requires
words to be meaningfully clustered to assist in remembrance.

Memory failure is likely to occur with the reduced capacity of anyone of the
hypothetical stores particularly, if there is a rapid decay of information from
the STM, or a failure to transfer information from one or more stores.
Furthermore, memory ability varies considerably in the elderly, depending
on premorbid intelligence, education, socio-economic status, neurologic,
hormonal or physiological states (Sayles & Kasniak, 1987).

In conclusion, most memory models are based on the assumption that
humans actively participate in learning and retrieving information,

which

means that responses can be analysed both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Also the flow of information can be traced through a number of processes
and anyone on its own or in combination with others may be faulty in
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depression and/or dementia.

Systematic research analysing the specific

processes which underlie learning and memory in dementia and
depression is much needed, particularly as existing data are contradictory
(Huppert & Tym, 1986).

CHAPTER

2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Reviews of this literature have attempted to separate depression from
dementia by focussing on differential cognitive deficits (Caine, 1981;
Janowsky, 1982; McAllister, 1983; Post, 1975; Wells, 1979). A number of
tasks involving memory have been employed; the more common
procedures include: Immediate recall; delayed recall; recognition; recall
over trials;

recall after interference; verbal fluency;

semantic

categorisation and the serial position paradigm. It is important, therefore,
to evaluate the discriminatory power that each of these procedures have
in the diagnosis of depression and/or dementia in the elderly.

Tests of immediate recall provide an indication of how well the
information has been encoded into STM.

The earliest evidence of

available information is tested by the immediate reproduction of new
material by subjects.

Research indicates that immediate recall

differentiates dementia patients from the normal elderly, and depressed
subjects from

controls,

but has questionable

significance

discriminating dementia from depression (Caine, 1981;

in

Kopelman,

1985)

The more common methods of testing immediate recall between
dementia and control groups are the immediate reproduction of lists of
words (Lee Teng, Chui, Sneider & Metzger, 1987; Miller, 1977; Nebes,
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Martin & Horn, 1984) and/or pictures (Caine, 1981; Gibson, 1981;
Kendrick, Gibson & Moyes, 1979). Other studies have tested recall by
the immediate reproduction of sentences (Vitaliano, Breen, Albert, Russo
& Prinz, 1984), paragraphs (O'Donnell, Piachman, Lew and Swearer,

1988; Weingartner, 1981; Whitehead, 1973) and digit span (Kopelman,
1985; Nebes et aI., 1984; Portalska & Bernstein, 1988; Weingartner,
1981; Whitehead, 1973).

There is a general consensus among researchers that subjects with
dementia perform significantly poorer than either depressed or controls.
One exception to this was a study by Weingartner (1981). Weingartner's
(1981) dementia subjects scored higher than controls on both digit
forwards and digit backwards (i.e. the number or digits the subject can
recall in correct sequence immediately after presentation).

This may

partly be a reflection of the insensitivity of the test and partly of variability
in the grading of dementia (i.e. Weingartner's subjects may have been in
an earlier stage of dementia as none of the dementia patients were
institutionalised). Furthermore, not only did Weingartner employ the
smallest sample size (N=14) in comparison to other studies, he also used
dementia subjects with a premorbid intelligence that was well above their
normal counterparts.

Depressed patients also tend to exhibit a poorer memory performance for
immediate recall when compared with controls (Cronholm & Ottosson,
1961; Sternberg & Jarvik, 1976; Stromgren, 1977). Sternberg & Jarvik
(1976) compared 152 patients suffering from endogeneous depression,
on the Wechlser Memory Scale before and after ECT treatment. They
found depressed subjects improved after treatment. Similarly, Stromgren
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(1977) found the administration of the drugs L-dopa and L-tryptophan
resulted in the improved memory function of depressives.

These findings suggest scores vary according to the improvement of
clinical symptoms. These results are contradicted by other researchers
who have reported that not all depressed patients recover cognitively
(Shraberg, 1978; Wells,1979). Memory impairment in depressed patients
is not necessarily reversible. The above studies use younger depressed
subjects. It would be interesting to see if the results were generalisable
to elderly depressives.

There is a paucity of direct comparisons between subjects with
depression and dementia on measures of immediate recall. Whitehead
(1973) compared 20 dementia and 20 depressed elderly subjects on the
immediate reproduction of a paragraph, word lists and digit span. She
found no significant differences between groups, in the immediate recall
of word lists and digit span.

However, she did find depressives to be

superior to demented subjects on the immediate recall of the memory
paragraph.

Whitehead (1973) commented that deficits in immediate

recall occurred less consistantly in depressed subjects compared to
demented subjects, that is, the depressed group exhibited greater
variability in performance than in the other groups. She does not explain
why these measures of the same memory variable provide different
results. This highlights the fact that memory varies according to the tasks
or strategies employed, or the context in which testing is taking place
(Craik, 1984), and the importance of using a variety of tasks to measure
the same variable. Consistent results confirm that it is immediate recall
rather than some other construct that is being measured.

1~

Contrary to Whitehead (1973), Portalska and Bernstein (1988) found
digits forwards and digits backwards discriminated depressed patients
from dementing patients and also from controls. Although, they do have
some reservations about whether it would be useful in an individual
case, that is, it would not be clear whether a low score was an indication
of depression or dementia.

Similarly, Gass and Russell (1986)

supported the differential sensitivity of digit span in the discrimination of
groups of depressives from groups of brain damaged subjects. One of
the problems with Whitehead's (1973) study is that she did not include a
measure of digits backwards, which is harder than digits forwards and is
a better discriminator of groups.

There are quantitative differences in the amount of information recalled
by each of the groups, that is, dements tend to have lower immediate
recall scores. However, immediate recall does not demonstrate cognitive
impairment that is qualitatively unique to depression or dementia.

Delayed recall, rate of forgetting and recognition are similar in that they
measure long-term memory (L TM).

One of the major problems with

measures of LTM is that they are highly dependent upon the immediate
recall score.

Therefore, it is important that material is registered and

encoded into STM, so that an accurate measure can be obtained of how
much information is retained by an individual. If there is no consolidation
of information into LTM, it may be that there has been a failure to acquire
new information rather than an inability to retain information in memory
(Kopelman, 1986). Kopelman suggests that one way of getting around
this problem is to give subjects a longer time to learn information.
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As previously noted, degeneration of the nucleus basalis and the
hippocampus are involved in the earlier stages of dementia. It has been
assumed that the hippocampus is responsible for consolidating
information into LTM (Hart, 1987). Therefore, delayed recall in dementia
would be expected to reveal striking differences because depressives do
not have this consolidation problem. A number of different time spans
have been used, ranging from five minutes delay up to delays of one
week later with fairly consistent results. Vitaliano et al. (1984) compared
controls with mild to moderately impaired Alzheimer's patients (SDAT) on
the recall of three objects after a five minute delay and found SDAT
patients performed significantly poorer. Nebes et al. (1984) found there
was a similar pattern of performance after a ten minute delay, despite the
fact that they used such tasks as drawing figures and interpreting
proverbs. After a week's delay Weingartner's (1981) dementia sample
recalled none of the presented word list, whereas controls remembered
about 50 percent of it. There is therefore some evidence that delayed
recall does discriminate between mildly demented and normal aged
subjects.

But the evidence for discrimination between elderly

depressives and dements is less convincing.

Sternberg and Jarvik (1976), found that despite their lowered immediate
recall depressives performed normally after a three hour delay without
intervening practice. With practice the control group were able to benefit
more and their delayed recall was significantly better than the recall of
the depressed group. Gass and Russell (1986) extended these findings
to elderly depressives and found similar results. Subjects were asked to
recall a paragraph after a 30 minute delay;
substantially affected by depression.

performance was not

1~

The only study making a direct comparison between elderly depressives
and dements on the delayed recall variable was done by Whitehead
(1973). Whitehead compared the performance of patients suffering from
an acute depressive episode, a group of well-preserved demented
patients and a group of recovered depressives using the Wechsler
Memory Scale.

Although her results did not significantly discriminate

between groups, there was a strong trend in the expected direction. The
author points to several factors which may have influenced her results:
Firstly, at least half of her dementia sample had been admitted to hospital
after the emergence of depressive symptoms. This means that there is a
degree of uncertainty about whether memory deterioration was caused
by the depressive symptoms or dementia symptoms or a mixture of the
two. Secondly, Whitehead retested the same group of depressives after
remission of the depressive symptoms without considering possible
practice effects.

Furthermore, depressives who are we" are not

necessarily representative of depressives as a whole.

Replication of

Whitehead's study with the appropriate methodological adjustments
would provide more support for the use of delayed recall in differentiating
between depressed and demented groups.

Therefore, it appears that there are certain conditions, or contexts that
facilitate or enhance memory performance.

For example, depressives

perform better on memory tasks that do not require effortful processing or
retrieval strategies (Cronholm & Ottosson, 1961; Hart et aI., 1987a; Jorm,
1988; Mi"er & Lewis, 1977; Weingartner, 1981, 1983). If memory loss in
elderly depressives is largely a secondary phenomena one would expect
that tasks involving minimal attention, motivation and concentration
would discriminate we" between elderly depressives and dements.
Although, the same attentional and motivational problems may also exist
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in dementia, the primary causes of memory deterioration are due to
impaired functioning of the cortex (Caine, 1981). Therefore, subjects with
dementia would be less likely to take advantage of conditions that
facilitate memory.

Conditions that may enhance memory performance include recognition,
cued recall, semantic priming, categorisation of words according to their
meaningfulness and familiarity of material.

Recognition requires subjects to discriminate in a list of items, between
previously presented and distractor (unfamiliar items presented for the
first time) items. The distractors in recognition tasks interfere with the
rehearsal of previously learned tasks and impede performance.

Since

dementia patients are theoretically unable to transfer information to LTM,
because of a rapid decay of information from STM, this interference
seems to exacerbate their memory loss.

The more distractor items

included in the task the worse the performance of the demented subjects
in comparison to controls (Miller, 1975).

The results of studies comparing depressed and demented subjects on
recognition tasks are consistent (Branconnier, 1983; Caine, 1981;
Coughlan & Hollows, 1984; Cohen et aI., 1982; Hart, 1987a; Larner,
1977; Miller, 1975, 1977, 1978; Miller & Lewis, 1977; Nebes et aI., 1984;
Weingartner, 1981, 1983). The memory problems of Alzheimer patients
stand in contrast to those of depressed and normals whose memory
difficulties are responsive to procedures that enhance encoding and
retrieval. Again, Whitehead's (1973) comparison yielded no significant
differences in the performance of demented and depressed subjects.
However, further analysis of the types of errors made did produce
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qualitative differences between the two groups. Depressives were more
prone to omission (don't know responses) and transposition errors
(answers that would be correct in another position). Whereas, dements
produced a number of false positive errors and random errors. These
trends are consistent with other studies that have found significant
differences between these groups (Miller & Lewis, 1977).

Dementia subjects have also been found to make twice as many errors of
over inclusion, or false positives in their recall and recognition than did
normal elderly subjects and have made more than three times as many
errors as the depressed subjects (Miller, 1977; Weingartner, 1981). In
more direct comparisons between depressives and dements Miller
(1977) and Whitehead (1973) found significant differences in the
numbers of false positives emitted in each of the two groups. Whitehead
(1973) reported her demented subjects to have many more random
inclusions in the list while the depressed subjects ommitted words.
Weingartner (1981) found the demented groups intrusions (false
positives) often were semantically related to the correct words instead of
being of a random nature.

Miller and Lewis (1977), suggested that decision making skills rather
than memory abilities are reduced in elderly depressives. Depressives
require a higher level of internal or subjective certainty before they
respond in a recognition task.

Jorm (1986) further speculated that

lowered motivation or wrong perceptions are highly aversive to younger
depressives; this may also be true for elderly depressives. On the other
hand, it is possible that dementia patients are not overly concerned with
the accuracy of their judgements. Whether other memory tasks such as
recall could be explained in terms of cautious responding is debatable.
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Cohen et al. (1982) measured the rate at which the information in the
presented lists were scanned by depressives and agreed with the idea
that increases in depression are significantly related to the slowing of
decision processes. However, their results suggested that depressives
were also more likely to make errors; but this finding is not consistent with
previous studies which suggest depressives are more likely to make
omission errors. Their findings may in part be accounted for by the lower
educational background of their depressed sample, since education has
been correlated with higher error rates, slow response times and greater
variability of results (Sternberg & Jarvik, 1976).

Coughlan and Hollows (1986) did not find a correlation between severity
of depression and memory performance on recognition tests.

For this

reason they argued that recognition is a good test for differentiating
between depression and organically impaired subjects.

Regardless of

quantitative differences in performance the quality of impairment
between groups is different using the recognition variable.

Other studies have attributed the error-free conservative responding
strategies of depressives to their failure to sufficiently elaborate on the
characteristics of the information they are encoding into memory (Larner,
1977).

This makes it difficult to discriminate between targets and

distractors. Moreover, dements seem to have a liberal criterion as well
as a greater loss of encoding characteristics. Hart (1987b) confirms this
finding in a yes/no recognition paradigm.

Depressives demonstrated

normal forgetting when given longer stimulus exposure times than
controls to acquire the same information. Longer exposure times may
provide the depressed person more time to sufficiently encode
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information into short-term memory. Dementia patients were unable to
take advantage of longer exposure times (McAllister, 1981).

One of the major problems with the recognition variable is that dements
have a tendency to randomly identify all of the presented alternatives,
both correct and incorrect (distractors). This means they can obtain a
good score without necessarily discriminating between the presented
alternatives. Miller (1975) has corrected for this possibility by developing
a correction formula (d'), also referred to as "Signal Detection Theory".
"obtained score=(true score +1/2(10-true score)"
The formula allows for the assumption that the recognition of any word is
an all or none affair and that the subject will guess at random for
unrelated items. More recent studies investigating recognition in these
two groups have also employed Miller's formula (Branconnier et al.,1982;
Hart,1987; Larner, 1977 ; Miller, 1977; Miller & Lewis, 1977).

Branconnier et al. (1983), further extended the predictive value of the
recognition variable by using a Bayesian Analysis. They argued it was
not sufficient to demonstrate the discriminative validity of a test under
experimental conditions alone. They then applied Bayesian Analysis to
an unselected elderly population and found recognition had a predictive
value for Malignant Memory Loss that was ten times greater than other
forms of recall.

Many normal aged persons also have impairment on

recall tasks but impairment of recognition is atypical. Although this type
of analysis has not been extended to depression and dementia specificly
it is an option worth investigating.

Although recognition tasks have good discriminative validity when
applied to elderly depressives and dements, the effect is not necessarily
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confined to dementia. Other organic disorders that mimic dementia such
as Amnesia or Korsakoff's syndrome also perform poorly on recogniton
tasks (Kopelman, 1985).

Deficits in recognition in dementia patients

might be taken to indicate the generality of retrieval deficits in patients
with memory problems.

Cued recall has also been found to facilitate memory recall in both
dementia and depressed patients.

For example, when dementia

subjects are presented with the first letters of each word as a retrieval
cue, their recall is improved (Miller, 1975; Morris, Wheatley & Britton,
1983). Nebes et al. (1984) argue that this is only true for simple retrieval
tasks.

Dementia patients were able to read single words aloud which

suggested that retrieval of word names using the printed word as a cue
was preserved. However, they were poorer at more complicated tasks
such as reciting what they had done once they had got up that morning.

Miller (1975) suggests that new information is encoded and stored in an
unusual way and that if sufficient cues are provided memories can be
accessed more easily. Another explanation is that successful recall may
depend on the ability to inhibit irrelevant information as well as the
capacity to retrieve what is required (Miller, 1975). The latter explanation
suggests dementia patients are more prone to intrusions (errors of
overinclusion of irrelevant information).

Hart et al. (1987b) highlights the importance of the nature of the task
used, which is often why more than one measure of memory is desirable.
Hart (1987b) used the digit symbol task from the Wechsler Adult
Intelligence Scale (WAIS), which requires both learning and sustained
motor activity and found depressives demonstrated normal memory
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when additional effort was not required to match symbols to numbers.
Also prior completion of items gave the opportunity for rehearsal which
may have compensated for attentional and motivational deficits found in
elderly depressives.

These findings are consistent with earlier studies

(Hasher & Zacks, 1979).

Some effort reducing procedures were less effective in discriminating
between groups. Whitehead (1974), found familiarity of material did not
seem to influence deficits in dements.

Similarly, categorisation and

organisation of words into related categories, did little to improve the
performance of dements (Weingartner, 1981).

Depressives on the other hand, were able to take advantage of clustered
lists (Weingartner, 1981). Weingartner presented word lists containing
four different categories of words (four names of flowers, four vegetables
etc.) to dements and depressives and found depressives were able to
make use of this clustering to show a normal memory performance but
dements performed as if words were given randomly. This proved to be
a good discriminator between the groups as dements were unable to
take advantage of the way the words were meaningfully associated.
Contrary to Weingartner (1981), Nebes et al. (1984) argued that dements
were able to take advantage of cueing, that is, recall was facilitated by
the degree to which a string of words resembled English .. They also
hypothesize that effort is a variable confounded in memory performance.

Nebes et al. (1984) utilized semantic priming and lexical decision tasks
to show that dements perform within normal limits if mental effort is
removed. Semantic priming involves the provision of two words, one on
a tachistoscope and one orally.

The subject was instructed to try and
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remember the oral words.

Sometimes the two words were strongly

associated (e.g. doctor to patient)
associations.

at other times there were no

Nebes et al. (1984) found that subjects remembered

strongly associated words better than those that were not.

When

conscious effort was kept to a minimum semantic memory was intact.
Nebes et al. interpreted this as a problem related to accessing of
information rather than deterioration of semantic memory. However, one
cannot assume associative networks are intact in dementia without
varying the strength or nature of the associations. This point has yet to
be considered in dementia research.

In summary, it seems that effort may be confounded in memory tasks
using cued recall.

However, reducing the effort needed may reduce

cognitive deficits of depressives and dements.

If tasks are difficult

depressives are more likely to take advantage of cues whereas dements
are only able to take advantage of cueing on simpler recall tasks.
Therefore, cued recall may be productive in discriminating between
groups.

Dementia researchers are becoming increasingly aware of the
importance of semantic memory although there is a great deal of
confusion surrounding this concept (Tulving, 1985). Furthermore, there
is some difficulty in establishing whether or not a memory task is
representative of semantic memory.

The two more commonly used measures of retrieval from semantic
memory are verbal fluency and confrontational naming.

The former

requires the subject to name as many words starting with a particular
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letter as possible in a short period of time (phonetic fluency) or to name
as many category members as possible within th same time limits.

Verbal fluency is probably the most studied measure of semantic memory
and provides the most consistent results. Also studies tend to agree that
both types of fluency are significantly reduced in dementia subjects
compared to normals Branconnier and DeVitt,1983); Hart, Swash and
Smith, 1986; Nebes et aI., 1984; Storandt et aI., 1984; Weingartner,
1981). But there is some controversy over whether performance is better
or worse on phonetiC compared to categorical fluency.

Some studies report their dementing subjects to be most impaired on
giving category exemplars than on giving words with a certain letter, in
comparison to normal elderly subjects who do better on tests of
categorical fluency, while control subjects showed the reverse pattern of
performance (Branconnier et aI., 1984; Hart et aI., 1986; Nebes et aI.,
1984; Weingartner, 1981).

The finding that demented subjects have

more difficulty in recalling categorical information than phonetic
information has been interpreted as evidence that the phonemic system
within memory may still be intact in dements.

Nebes et al. (1984) and Miller (1984) on the other hand found control
groups performed better on phonetic fluency tasks than on categorical
and dements performed better on categorical fluency.

Hart, Smith and

Swash (1986) compared Alzheimer subjects with controls and also found
that it was easier to retrieve words from categories than by first letters.
However, the pattern of performance depended on the letter or semantic
category chosen.

This finding draws attention to comments made by

Chapman et al. (1973)

regarding the methodological complexities
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inherent in any attempt to compare the size of a performance deficit
across more than two tasks:
In any study in which patients show a greater impairment on one set of
measures [in this case phonetic versus semantic categories] we need to
consider whether this apparent differential deficit might reflect an in
equality in the discriminative power of the measure rather than an
inequality in the amount of cognitive decrement.
(Chapman &
Chapman,1973; p 380)

Inconsistent findings on this variable in both depressed compared to
demented and demented compared to controls may be an artefact of the
letters chosen or the categories chosen as all letters and semantic
categories do not have equal differential sensitivity.

Some letters or

categories are easier to encourage productivity than others.

For

example, words beginning with the letter "A" are easier to generate that
letters beginning with "Q".

Similarly, depending on the person

vegetables may be easier to produce than categories such as names of
cars.

This may in part explain the unexpected performance of depressives in
Weingartner's (1981) study. Weingartner (1981) found that middle-aged
depressives also showed the same pattern of decline in productivity, as
did the elderly dements, that is, they showed better performance on
phonetic fluency. Weingartner explained his results by suggesting that
greater effort is required of categorical processing and if effort was
decreased in some way then perhaps their performance would be similar
to the controls. Weingartner's study used subjects that were younger and
of previously superior intelligence. He also used differing categories and
numbers of exemplars compared to other studies.
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All studies share the finding that dementia subjects are poorer in
generating information on either task, but the pattern of performance on
the two types of fluency requires further research to determine the
reliability of findings.

Findings with depressives suggest that verbal

fluency may not be quite the measure for discriminating between the
dementias that it is for discriminating dementia from the normal ageing.

Serial Position Paradigm

Although there are only a few studies in dementia research that
investigate the learning over trials procedure, the available evidence
distinguishes well between demented and depressed subjects.

This

pattern of recall has been referred to as the serial position paradigm. In
this procedure the subject is presented with a series of pictures or words,
and is instructed to recall as many words as possible immediately
following the last presented word.

When recall is plotted against the

position of the item in the list, there is a tendency for normal subjects to
demonstrate a "U" shaped curve, in which the first few words (primacy
effect) and the last few words (recency effect) are recalled better than
those in the middle of the list (Glanzer & Cunitz,1966).

The pattern of performance in dementia is unusual in that they show no
primacy effect, despite a nprmal recency effect (Miller, 1971; Gibson,
1981).

This phenomenon has been taken as an indication of an

impairment in LTM function, since words early in the list (Primary) are
considered measures of LTM and those later in the list (Recency) of STM.
Miller (1971) was the first to report free serial recall in dementia patients.
He described their curve as "unimodal". His results confirmed the idea
that probability of recall of any word in the list is dependent on its position
in the list. Kasniak, Wilson and Fox (1981) found the same evidence of
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reduced primary memory in dementia patients compared to age-matched
controls. They also found a linear relationship between the size of the
patient's primary deficit and the number of items between presentation
and recall.

There are only two studies that compare depressed subjects with
normals using the serial position paradigm. In his work with psychiatric
patients on the Auditory Verbal Learning Test, Mungas (1983) found no
such distortion of the primacy effect although he had a very small sample
of which only a few were depressed and they were not elderly. Gibson
(1981) found that while there were significant differences in the amount
of information recalled, the pattern of recall resembled the control groups
"U" shaped curve. Gibsons findings were consistent across modalities
(pictures and words). As with prior studies Gibsons dementia subjects
evinced no primacy effect. Gibson's (1981) study, is the only one that
directly compares elderly subjects with dementia and depression.
Previous studies in the review have been criticised for using only one
measure of a particular memory variable. Gibson includes both auditory
and visual learning tasks to exclude the possibility of memory deficits
occurring because of the nature of the task.

Summary
Although it has frequently been reported that elderly individuals with
dementia obtain lower scores than age-matched depressed persons,
there are a number of methodological problems characteristic of this
literature. The paucity of research making direct comparisons between
groups has resulted in separate comparisons between either demented
and control groups or depressed and control subjects on similar memory
variables. The high variability in results has been noted by other authors
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(Logue & Wyrick, 1979; McClean, 1987a).

However, some memory

variables do seem to be better at discriminating between dementia and
depression in the elderly. In particu lar, differences in patterns of
performance have been better predictors than studies concentrating on
the amount of memory deficit.

The consistency of agreement among researchers varies according to
the memory variable being considered. Delayed recall, recognition and
serial learning have shown more agreement than immediate recall or
semantic memory studies. Certain conditions have also been shown to
facilitate memory by reducing the effort required, particularly in
depressed groups (e.g.

cueing and clustering).

These are worthy of

further investigation.

The lack of well founded empirical evidence suggests that more attention
needs to be paid to more fundamental issues that militate against clear
interpretation of findings.

One of the biggest problems is the difficuly of defining the criterion
variable, the type of dementia or depression.

This is partly due to a

general lack of standard methods of assessment. Many of the studies fail
to mention who conducted the diagnostic evaluations and how they were
diagnosed. This may increase the likelihood of including groups that are
mixed, that is, exhibit both depression and dementia. Although this is the
group of most interest, there is some sense in initially using relatively
homogeneous groups to create distinctive memory profiles.

McAllister

(1983), for example, admits that at least half of his demented sample had
been admitted for the emergence of depressive symptoms.

This

objective is difficult to achieve given that the two disorders are not
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necessarily mutually exclusive. The fact that death occurs up to ten years
after onset of dementia makes long-term followup an unrealistic
alternative for many researchers.

Nevertheless, many of the

discrepancies between studies may be explained by the differences in
the samples used.

In 1966 Post commented that studies rarely specified the severity of
illness within samples, even though the measures that are best for
identifying early or mild dementia may differ from those that are
diagnostically useful at later stages of an illness. A substantial portion of
the reviewed studies still do not allude to the stages of illness of their
samples.

It is also important to consider the various subtypes of dementia and
depression; for example, there is some evidence that indicates memory
performance in multi-infarct dementia varies considerably depending on
where in the brain the infarcts are located. The results of Alzheimer's
disease tend to be more consistent.

This variability makes sampling

difficult and generalization limited (Liston & LaRue, 1984).

Similarly,

there may be differences in memory ability depending on the type of
depression an elderly person has.

A further methodological issue is the small sample size in most studies
and this is understandable given the difficulty in obtaining an appropriate
sample and the scarcity of dementia patients.

However, a majority of

these investigations have reported outcomes in terms of mean
differences, without describing or interpreting individual variations. As a
result, the specificity and sensitivity of various features of performance
are unknown. Small sample sizes compound this problem.
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Other issues include the fact that often there is only one measure of each
memory variable, which increases the risk of floor and ceiling effects.
Since depressives and dements are more susceptible to intrusions and
distractions it is important to have more than one measure of the variable
being examined.

More generally, elderly subjects are prone to such

confounding variables as fatique and the toxic effects of medication.
Therefore, It may be difficult to get a true reflection of memory
performance even under ideal conditions.
depressed and demented subjects.

This is particularly true for

There have been few validation

studies in which the outcomes observed in one sample were replicated
with additional independent samples.

Finally, prior studies have also been criticised for confounding qualitative
with quantitative differences in cognitive performance (Jorm, 1986).
Researchers cannot assume that cognitive deficit does not change
qualitatively as a function of severity per se. Jorm (1986) claims that the
cognitive deficits of elderly depressed people and demented people
need to be tested in studies where the overall level of performance is
equated for between the two groups.

For example, there has been a

trend in recognition research to equate for differing learning abilities
between groups by getting all subjects to reach a specific criterion
performance (Hart, 1987a).

Similarly, Whitehead (1974), attempted to

equate for differences in level of performance.

She compared serial

learning errors by depressed subjects for hard words with those by
demented for words of medium difficulty, but ended up confounding word
type with level of performance (Jorm, 1986).
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Although, Gibson's (1986) study seems to provide convincing evidence
of differences in pattern of performance and quantity of recall between
dementia and depression, his study also suffers a similar problem. He
also confounds qualitative and quantitative aspects of performance.

As yet there have been no attempts to equate for level of performance
between groups in serial learning with depressed and demented elderly
subjects. There are several ways of achieving this (Jorm, 1986). One
method is to see if depressives and controls show a similar loss of the
primacy effect after inadequate time to learn the presented information.
This can be achieved by reducing the length of time between stimulus
exposure intervals for the less impaired depressed group. In addition, the
selection of less severely impaired dementia subjects (mild to moderately
impaired) may further equate for learning discrepancies between groups.

Before investigations begin into the specific processes underlying
memory deficits in subjects with depression and dementia studies need
to ensure that qualitative differences in cognition are not appearing as
artefacts of an inadequate methodology. Thus results indicate a need for
further research to validate the serial position paradigm as a clinical
measure for differentiating between depression and dementia.

The

serial position paradigm procedure is simple to administer and can be
used in conjunction with other neuropsychological procedures by non
professionals.

For these reasons the purpose of this study will be to

replicate Gibson's findings but with methodological changes.
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Rationale and Hypotheses
To minimise the methodological problem of measuring memory retention
in subjects with differing learning abilities the present study aims to
investigate the discriminatory value of the serial position paradigm, when
there are no quantitative differences in memory performance between
depressed and demented elderly subjects. Thus reducing the probability
that differences in level of performance are responsible for the qualitative
differences in performance already demonstrated in previous research
(Miller, 1971; Gibson, 1981; Mungas, 1983).

Differences in initial learning abilities will be equated for in the following
ways: Firstly, the immediate recall of depressives at 0.8 seconds per item
will be compared with the recall of dements at 1.5 seconds. Secondly, it
is expected that the selected dementia population will be more
homogeneous and less cognitively impaired in comparison to those
participating in previous studies (Miller, 1971; Gibson, 1987), since they
will be required to reach a criterion on the Simple Paired Associates Test
(Isaacs & Walkey, 1964).

According to Miller (1971) and Baddeley, (1976), increasing the rate of
presentation overloads the STM, so that items are not encoded
efficiently. Therefore, items are less likely to be rehearsed and less likely
to be stored in the more permanent LTM store. Both groups will retain
the "recency effect" regardless of rate of presentation, as these items will
still be in STM at the time of recall.

Presense of the "primacy" and

"recency" effects will be defined by item position in the list.

It was necessary that auditory and visual functioning should be tested
separately since each can be selectively impaired in dementia groups.
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(Lezak, 1983; O'Donnell, 1988).

Baddeley (1976) suggests that the

recall of pictures should be more difficult since they require an extra level
of processing.

However, other studies have shown that dementia

subjects perform more poorly on verbal memory tasks (Lezak,1983;
O'Donnell, 1988). In addition, previous research has been criticised for
using only one measure of the same memory variable (Kopelman, 1986).
While Gibson (1981) found no significant differences between the two
modalities,

it is likely that selective deficits will be more visible when

level of recall is equated between groups.

The hypotheses to be tested in the present study are:
1. There will be quantitative differences in amount of information rec:alled
among the different depressed and demented subjects when differences
in level of recall are equated (i.e. when depressed subjects' level of
recall is reduced to the same level as demented subjects' by decreasing
the time to study each item from 1.5 seconds to 0.8 seconds).

2.

There will be qualitative differences in the pattern of performance

among depressed and demented groups when level of recall is equated.
It is predicted that the depressives will retain the "primacy effect" when
level of recall is reduced to that of dementia patients by decreasing the
time to study each item.

3. There will be selective modality deficits when level of recall is equated
between groups. It is expected that dementia subjects will perform more
poorly on verbal memory tasks.

CHAPTER
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METHOD

The Sample
Three groups, each comprising 20 elderly subjects were included in the
present study:

Two experimental groups; those with dementia,

depression, and a control group of normal aged.
European.

All subjects were

Inclusion of subjects depended on their ability to fulfill the

following criteria. They must:
1.

be able to complete the full procedure.

2.

be able to reach a criterion on a Simple Paired Associates Test

(Isaacs and Walkey, 1964) and understand and comply with instructions
during practice trials.
3.

be residing in the community.

4.

be over 65 years.

5.

be able to be tested between the hours 9.00a.m. to 1.00p.m.

6.

have difficulties with eyesight or hearing ability

corrected with

glasses or hearing aids.
7.

not have recently experienced major changes in their. life-styles

(e.g. relocation or loss of a spouse or close friend).
8.

not have had electroconvulsive therapy (E.C.T.) or C.A.T scans

(Computerized Axial Tomography) in at least four weeks.
9.

have consented to participate, and where necessary general

practitioners (G.P.s) and family members consent for the subject's
participation in the study.
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Since gender has not been shown to have an effect on the behavioural
effects of dementia the issue of sex differences has been ignored in
subsequent analyses (Cummings & Benson, 1980;

Lee Teng, Chui,

Schneider & Metzger, 1987).

All subjects with depressive and dementing conditions received full
medical checkups before referral to the author. Frequencies of subjects'
physical illnesses and current medications are included in the appendix
(See Appendices 14 & 15). Many of the participating subjects had
physical illnesses as well as depression or dementia and were taking a
range of different types and strengths of medication.
included for several reasons:

Subjects were

Firstly, there was some difficulty in

obtaining a completely medication-free sample. Many of the depressed
patients had been receiving anti-depressant medication for some time
prior to participation. It would have been difficult to control for this effect.
Secondly, if only healthy subjects were selected, the sample might not
necessarily be representative of older adults who are at higher risk for
health problems.

Normal Aged Group (N=20)
Twenty individuals ranging from 66 to 91 years were recruited through
the Canterbury Aged People's Welfare Council in Christchurch. Of the
20 participants in this group, eight were male and 12 were female. The
mean age was 78.75 and mean education level (years of schooling
and/or highest level of training) was 10.45 years.

None had a prior

psychiatric history, although one person had a family history of
depression.
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Five of these patients were completely medication free. The remaining
15 were taking a variety of medications for arthritis, cardiac problems etc.
None of the subjects in this group were taking anti-depressants,
although some were taking sedatives (N=4) (See Appendix 15 for a
summary of drug types and frequencies of subjects in each category).

Depressed Group (N=20)
Permission was granted by the Canterbury Hospital Board's Ethical
Committee to recruit depressed and demented subjects through the
psychogeriatric assessment teams at Sunnyside Hospital (N=4), and
Princess Margaret Hospital (N=13). Three subjects were recruited from
local G.P.s.

The Ethical Committee required the author to notify

individual subjects G.P.s before they participated in this study.

Demographic details include mean age of 71.95 years.

Years of

education ranged form 7 to 12 years. Although marital status was not
included as an independent experimental variable, the majority of
depressed subjects were widowed (N=12) whereas the majority of
normal and dementia subjects were married (N=10, N=9).

Medical records showed that arthritis, urinary and respiratory difficulties
were the most prevalent physical problems of this group.

With the

exception of one person all depressed subjects were on some form of
medication. Anti depressant medication included:

Amitryptiline,

Imipramine, Doxepin, Mayprotyline, Chlorpromazine and Surmontil
(Appendices, 14 & 15).

Seven subjects had experienced previous

depressive episodes according to medical records and collateral
sources (relatives, friends and G.P.'s). Duration of present depressive
symptoms tended to range from three months to five years; 10% had
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been depressed for up to a year, 40% for a maximum of two years, 35%
for up to five years and 15% for more than five years (Appendix 16).

Dementia Group (N=20)
The dementia group comprises subjects with Senile Dementia of the
Alzheimer Type (N=13), Multi-Infarct Dementia (N=4) and three subjects
with unspecified dementias. The scarcity of dementia patients prevented
the selection of a more homogeneous sample.

It was intended to include only those subjects residing in the community.
However, it was necessary to recruit four subjects from
homes.

residential

Non-parametric testing (Mann Whitney U) indicated no

significant differences in total recall scores between residents, and those
still community based N(4, 16)=10.5; p>.05) (Appendix 26).

Subjects were referred through Sunnyside Hospital (N=4); Princess
Margaret Hospital (N=9); ADARDS (Alzheimers and Related Disorders
Society; N=2); one subject was referred through a G.P., and four
subjects were recruited from elderly people's homes.

Diagnosis had

already been determined by medical staff.

Dementia subjects had a mean age of 70 years with a range of 65-78
years. Educational levels were generally lower than either depressed or
normal groups averaging at 7.3 years.

Additonal demographic

characteristics were as follows:
1.

Estimated durations of dementia symptoms ranged from zero to

three years.
2.

None of the sample had prior psychiatric disorders.
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3.

Medical histories of this group revealed a higher prevalence of

subjects taking sedatives (N=5) and diuretics (N=8), and that the most
frequent physical disablities were related to decreased mobility and
arthritis.

Since most subjects were still living in the community and were required
to reach a criterion on the Simple Paired Associates Test (Isaacs &
Walkey, 1964), it is possible that subjects may be less cognitively
impaired than those included in previous studies.

Subjects were continuously selected until complete data from 20
subjects were obtained for each of the three experimental groups. Two
normal, six depressed and three demented subjects were excluded from
the study for the following reasons: One subject was assisted in recall of
information by another family member; the other had some hearing loss
and the sound level of words in the practice trials could not be adjusted
to accommodate this loss; five subjects (four depressives and one
subject with dementia) refused to participate; one of the referrals could
not be contacted; another subject's anti-depressant medication had
recently been increased; one of the dementia subjects had great
difficulty expressing herself, with possible dysphasic tendencies. Finally,
one G. P. was unhappy about the lack of benefit his patient would get
from the study and therefore refused approval for their participation.
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A demographic breakdown of age and education across groups is
provided in Table 1.
Table 1. Sex ratio's, means (M), standard deviations (SQ) and range of
age and educational levels, for normal, depressed and demented groups.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Group

N

Sex
Female

Normal

20

12

Age
Male

in years

Education
in years

8

M

78.75

10.45

SQ

6.332

2.523

Range

66-9

8-17

M

71.95

9.95

SO

5.501

1.317

Range

67-84

7-12

M

70.00

7.3

.s..Q

5.731

3.429

Range

65-78

7 -11

Depressed

Demented

20

20

14

7

6

13
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MEASURES:
The following psychometric measures were administered by the author
to provide an estimation of cognitive deterioration and to assess intensity
of depression at the time of testing.

Mini Mental State
The Mini Mental State (MMS) developed by Folstein, Folstein and
McHugh (1975) was administered as a practical method of grading the
cognitive state of patients.

The MMS assesses areas of orientation,

memory, attention, calculation, language, judgement and problem
solving. It consists of 11 items, which have been divided into two
different sets of tests. The first set evaluates orientation and memory.
These require vocal responses from the patient and yeild a maximum
score of 26. The second set of items examines ability to follow verbal
and written commands, name objects, write a spontaneous sentence
and copy a geometric figure. This requires the ability to read and write
and yields a maximum score of nine (See Appendix 8 for a copy of this
measure).

A number of screening devices have been developed to assess
dementia, and these may take from ten minutes to six hours to
administer (Mclean, 1987a). As dementia patients have limited attention
and concentration capabilities it was necessary to select the shortest
possible battery to produce reliable results. The MMS is-commonly used
for the assessment of dementia in geriatric research (Anthony, Le
Resche, Niaz,VonKorff, & Folstein, 1982; Folstein, 1983) because it is
easily administered by nonprofessionals and results are readily
interpretable (Reisberg & Ferris, 1982).
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The MMS has been shown to have high test-retest reliability (r=.98) and
is positively correlated with other tests of neuropathology such as
comuterized

tomography

scans

(Cavanaugh & Wettstein, 1983).

and

electroencephalograms

It also correlates positively with the

widely used Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, (Verbal 1.0., r=.776;
Performance 1.0., r=.660), but does not have time limits which have been
shown to artificially inflate error scores (Woods & Britton, 1985). MMS
scores also correlate with the DSM III diagnoses (Kay, Henderson, Scott,
Wilson, Rickwood & Grayson, 1985).

On the other hand, recent criticisms of the MMS highlight some of its
limitations; for example, people with limited education may be
mistakenly diagnosed as demented (Albert, 1981; Raskin & Rae,1980).
Portalska and Bernstein (1988) have further criticised the MMS for being
less effective in discriminating milder cognitive impairment and the
reader is referred to Lishman (1987) for further discussion on utility of the
MMS.

These problems are also apparent in other mental status

screening instruments (Kahn, Goldfarb, Pollack & Peck, 1960; Pfeiffer,
1975).

In summary, the MMS in combination with demographic

information is an adequate screening measure for cognitive deficit.
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Simple Paired Associate Test
Mclean (1987) has criticised previous research on the basis that
cognitive deterioration varies between heterogeneous subgroupings of
dementia.

Thus a simple paired associate learning measure (Isaacs

and Walkey, 1964) was also administered to create a less impaired,
relatively homogeneous group by setting a criterion performance limit.
Subjects were asked to learn pairs with fam11iar associations until they
reached the criterion of three successive correct responses to each pair.
If subjects were unable to do this they were not included in the study.
The test also ensured that dementia subjects were able to learn new
information.

The test consists of three very easy paired associates and three harder
associates. This study employed the following pairs, East-West, KnifeFork and Hand-Foot (Appendix, 10).

Beck Depression Inventory
The Beck Depression Inventory (BOI) was developed by Beck, Ward,
Mendelson, Mock and Erbaugh (1961), and it is one of the most widely
used self-report measures of depression (Becker, 1974). In 1972 the
BOI was shortened to a 13 item scale while still remaining highly
correlated with the original 21 item scale (Beck and Beck, 1972; r=.96,
Q.<.001).

The shortened version also has a high correlation with

clinicians ratings of depression (Beck, Rial & Ricke"s, 1974; Reynold &
Gould, 1981) and the Zung depression scale (r=.68, 12<.001). It also has
high reliability and internal consistency (r=.83).

Advantages of the short form include its easy administration and brief
testing time of approximately five minutes. More importantly, the BOI has
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been validated in New Zealand with age-specific norms for those over
65 years (Tripp, 1983).

The use of the shortened BOI in the present study was to measure the
current mood status of subjects. It has been predicted that demented
subjects may have elevated depression scores due to the overlap of
symptoms in dementia and depression (Lazarus, 1987).

This may

complicate interpretation because depression rather than dementia
could be affecting memory loss. (Refer to Appendix 9 for a copy of the
BOI).

Demographic Questionnaire
A structured interview was designed to gather information regarding
subjects social, educational and cultural background and medical and
psychiatric histories.

The questionnaire was completed by the

interviewer who consulted medical records and/or collateral sources
(e.g. G.P.s, family members, relatives, spouses) if subjects were unable
to answer questions.

Although, the purpose of the questionnaire was to describe the
population being studied rather than use the details as independent
experimental variables, memory loss can be seriously affected by any of
the following: Medication, additional physical disorders, scans, social
isolation, interpersonal conflicts and losses,

deficient sensory inputs

and differing educational levels (Lishman, 1987; McLean, 1987b).
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PROCEDURE:

Pilot Study

A pilot study was conducted to investigate clarity and understanding of
instructions, wording of questions and administration of tests and
experimental procedures. The pilot study was also used to ensure that
visual and verbal tasks were of equal difficulty (Chapman & Chapman,
1973).

A sample of six female and two male volunteers from the

Canterbury Aged People's Welfare Council participated.

Afterwards,

subjects provided feedback to the author in an informal discussion.

General

(a) The author was concerned that the estimated time taken to complete
the whole procedure would be too long. Time for completion varied from
20 to 30 minutes, which was considered practical. If testing time proved
to be too long for dementia or depression subjects, the demographic
questionnaire could be completed using other sources.

This would

decrease testing time by at least five minutes.
(b) Some subjects found questions "silly" or "too easy", while others
were aware of their memory deficits. It was important to be reassuring
and encouraging to keep up attention and motivation.
(c) Enlarged print size facilitated easy reading of forms given to
participants.

Consent Form

Rewording of the consent form was necessary as participants found it to
difficult to comprehend (See Appendix 5).
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Volunteer Sheet
It was originally intended to recruit volunteers as subjects and a
volunteer sheet was

designed with this in mind, but a shortage of

subjects made it necessary to use referred subjects. Nevertheless, the
sheet provided a brief explanation of the purpose of the study and
ensured that the subject realised what was expected of him/her (See
Appendix 6).

Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)
The short-form of the BDI is a self-report measure but subjects
experienced some difficulty in understanding the multiple choice nature
of the measure. Therefore, it was decided to administer the instructions
of the original Depression Inventory (Beck,Ward, Mendelson, Mock &
Erbough, 1961).

"This is a questionnaire.

On the questionnaire are groups of

statements. I will read a group of statements. Then I want you to pick out
the one statement in that group which best describes the way you feel
today, that is, right now!"

A copy is handed to the subject (without the numbers appearing before
the statements); "Here is a copy for you to follow as I read." Read the
entire group of statements in the first category, then say, "Now, which

one of the statements best describes the way you feel right now!".

One problem of administering the instructions of the original Beck to the
short-form of the Beck is the increased possibility of experimenter bias.
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However, since the two measures are highly correlated (r=.96) this was
not controlled for.

Mini Mental State (MMS)
Since the study was measuring immediate recall it was necessary to
ensure learning of items in the "Registration" section of the MMS so that
an accurate measure could be obtained in the" Recall" section of the
questionnaire.

Pilot testing indicated that the serial subtractions of seven in the
"Calculations" section of the questionnaire was confusing for all eight
subjects. The alternative of asking subjects to spell "World" backwards
was used instead. Subjects were asked to spell "World" forwards, with
help if necessary first.

Record Sheets
Correct items ticked in the appropriate columns on the record sheets.
Incorrect words were recorded in the "other" column (Appendices 11 &
12).

Experimental Procedures
Practice trials of pictures and words were incorporated into the actual
testing procedure for the following reasons:
(a)

All subjects had differences in hearing ability. It was important to

control for this because it may affect perception of speech.

Level of

sound was adjusted for each subject prior to actual testing by asking
them if they were able to hear the words clearly. Volume was increased
or decreased accordingly. In the pilot study a female voice was used.
One of the subjects commented that his "fine-tuning" had gone, and he
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found it difficult to listen to high frequency sounds. This was rectified by
using a male voice with clear pronunciation.

(b)

Practice trials guided subjects through the procedure and

determined whether they were able to understand the nature of required
tasks. Subjects were further asked to describe what was being asked of
them and if they had any further questions.

Finally, pilot subjects recall scores for pictures and words at 1.5 seconds
per item were compared. There were no significant differences between
pictures and words presented to the pilot group at 1.5 seconds per item
(1(7)=1.053 ; Q.>.05). Subsequently tasks were considered to be of equal
difficulty (Appendix,19).

Testing
Administration was divided into two parts with consecutive subjects
beginning with either A or S. All subjects were tested individually in their
own homes or at the Princess Margaret Hospital or Sunnyside Day
Hospital.

Testing was carried out between the hours 9.00am and

1.00pm to control for nocturnal and diurnal variations in performance.
With the exception of the demographic questionnaire, all information
was gathered in the one interview. Demographic questionnaires were
completed prior to actual testing. Order of presentation of parts A and B
were counterbalanced to ensure even distribution of practise and fatique
effects.

Part A

Subjects were given the MMS followed by the Simplified Paired
Associates and finally the short form of the SOL
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Part B
Part B consisted of four measures of the dependent variable, immediate
recall. Three within variables were compared amongst groups. These
included, Modality, Rate of Presentation and Serial Position Effects. The
experimental procedure was adapted from similar studies by Miller
(1971) and Gibson (1981).

Modality
Two types of memory tasks were given to subjects. The first contained
seven lists of 10 words. A random numbers sheet was used to select
monosyllabic words classified as AA in the Thorndike-Lorge Word Count
(1944). The second task employed seven lists of 10 black and white line
drawings from both forms of the Object Learning Test (Gibson &
Kendrick, 1979). Although the pictures had already been standardized
for use with elderly subjects, they were further increased by 20% and
separately mounted on cardboard as done in Gibson's study (1981).
Sticks were attached to the backs of each card to facilitate presentation.
Form B of the Kendrick Object Learning Test was used as a guide to
determine correct alternative responses in the recall of pictures (see
Appendix 13).

Rate of Presentation
In order to test whether depressed and normal subjects would lose the
"primacy effect" when level of recall was reduced to that of demented
subjects, time to study each item was decreased.

Subsequently, two

rates of presentation were used within each memory task.
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All subjects received four conditions: words presented at 1.5 seconds
per item, and 0.8 seconds per item; pictures were also presented at 1.5
seconds per item, and at 0.8 seconds per item. Following presentation
of each list of 10 items subjects were asked to recall as many items as
possible in any order (free recall). Given the slowness of subjects in the
pilot study strict time limits for recall were not imposed.

When the experimental procedure was being designed the author was
faced with a problem. Ideally, it would have been better to increase the
numbers of lists presented in each of the four conditions.

The

consequence would have been increased testing time, magnification of
fatique effects, increased difficulty of keeping dementia patients on task
and finally, increased refusal rate.

Given the scarcity of "testable"

subjects increasing numbers was an impractical solution.

It was

therefore, decided to follow Gibsons design (1981) and continue to have
seven lists of words and seven lists of pictures.

To resolve the problem, presentation rates were counterbalanced across
subjects. In anyone group (N=20), half of the subjects were given four
lists of words at 1.5 seconds per item and three lists of words at a rate of
0.8 seconds per item. Alternate subjects were given four lists at a rate of
0.8 seconds per word and three lists at 1.5 seconds per word. Those
subjects receiving four lists of words at 1.5 seconds per item, were given
three lists of pictures at 1.5 seconds per item and four lists of pictures at
0.8 seconds per item. The opposite presentation rates were given for
remaining subjects. For anyone subject all the odd numbered lists were
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presented at one rate and even numbered lists at the other. Modality
was also counterbalanced so that half of the subjects experienced words
first, while the other half experienced pictures first.

A Four Bank Timer from the Lafayette Instrument Company (Model
52010) was used to place words on tape at accurate 0.8 and 1.5 second
intervals. Also the sound of a small bell was placed on tape to facilitate
accurate turning of picture cards by the experimenter.

Rate of Presentation was defined as the time period between the turning
of one picture card and the turning of the next, or the time lapse between
vocalisation of one word aild the next. Timing was double checked once
placed on tape.

Position Effects
Items were serially arranged from one to ten on data record sheets, for
both auditory (words) and visual (picture) conditions. Data sheets were
used to record number of correct items recalled for each position. This
provided a measure of serial learning for each modality.

The "other"

column was used to note irrelevant words or pictures (i.e. incorrect
responses or items occurring in previous lists).

The author was only

interested in those items immediately recalled before presentation of the
next list.

After instruction had been given each subject had one warm-up test trial
for auditory stimuli followed by a warm-up test trial for visual stimuli.
Warm-up trials were randomly presented at 0.8 and 1.5 seconds per
item.

Feedback and encouragement were given, especially to those

subjects who became increasingly aware of their memory deficits.

CHAPTER

4

RESULTS

The results are divided into five sections. In the first section, group scores on
the Mini Mental State Exam (MMS) and the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI)
are summarized. The following three sections concern the assessment of
pattern and level differences among normal, depressed and demented
groups with regard to modality, rate of presentation and item position.
Tables and figures illustrate the group similarities and differences. Finally, a
summary of the results is presented.

Summary of MMS and SOl Scores
Folstein, Folstein and McHugh (1975), found MMS scores discriminated
between patients with dementia (M=9.6), uncomplicated affective disorders
(M=25.1) and Normals (M=26.1). A similar gradient of mental impairment
was found in the present sample. Those classified as demented scored an
average of 14.80.

Depressed subjects scored 23.15 on average and

normals had a mean score of 26.65 (see Table 2 below).

According to

Folstein et ai, (1975), Lezak (1983), and Raskin and Rae, (1980) scores
lower than 20 on the MMS are indicative of cognitive impairment.

The

present range of scores shows that there were subjects in both depressed
(N=4) and demented (N=16) groups scoring within the pathological range.
Overall, MMS scores suggest that dementia subjects are less cognitively
impaired than those used in previous studies (Folstein et aI., 1975; Raskin &
Rae, 1980).
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Table 2. Mean (M), standard deviation (S D) and range of Mini
Mental State (MMS) and Beck Depression (BDI) scores.

Group

N

Normal
M

20

MMS

BDI

2.7

SO

26.65
2.254

Range

22-30

4.05
0-1 1

23.15

16.8

2.08
19-25

4.86
10-25

14.8
4.416
6-24

6.8
5.289
0-1 5

Depressed
M

20

SO
Range
Demented
M
SO

20

Range

Note:

E

values for MMS and SDI are significantly different between groups

(E(2,57)=90.549 and E(2,57)=46.118 respectively; 12<.05; see appendices 17 &
1 8) .

The SOl also discriminated well between demented subjects (M=6.8) and
depressed subjects (M=16.8).

However, there was some of overlap of

scores with eight dementia subjects scoring within the moderate
classification of depression (those scoring between 8 and 15).

All

depressives were classified as moderately or severely depressed
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(Range;10-25) on the short form of the Beck Depression Inventory (Beck &
Beck, 1972).

In comparison, the normal aged group scored within the

minima! and mild classifications of depression (see Table 2 for a summary of
these scores).

Statistical Analysis
To compare item position between groups it was necessary to standardize
all the data by converting raw scores to percentages. The percentages are
treated as the data in the statistical analyses (see Appendix 27 for the raw
data before its conversion to percentages).

To assess the pattern of differences among groups, and also to check the
presence of level differences in performance, percentage recall scores were
subjected to a four way repeated measures analysis of variance. Analysis of
variance enabled an investigation of the main effects of groups, type of
memory task, rate of presentation, item position and their interactions.
Recall scores for pictures at two different rates of presentation (0.8 and 1.5
seconds per item respectively), for ten separate positions in each list, formed
the within subject factors. (i.e. it was a 3x2x2x1 0 factorial analysis).

The procedure was executed using a CLR ANOVA program, which is a
general purpose analysis of variance programme capable of coping with
large anova designs (Clear Lake Research, 1986).
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Table 3. Mean percentage total recall scores by group, task and
rate of presentation (standard deviations in parentheses).

Words
0.8 secs

Group

Norm,al (N=20)
Depressed (N=20)
Demented (N=20)

Pictures

1.5 secs

0.8 secs

1.5 secs

41.71

42.12

43.75

49.08

(7.27)

(8.08)

(9.89)

(10.98)

33.50

36.83

31.33

37.21

(7.03)

(6.44)

(8.79)

(8.05)

13.79

15.62

15.79

8.37

(6.72)

(6.28)

(6.66)

(6.44)

Table 3 presents the means and standard deviations for mean percentage
recall in each of the four conditions. Recall scores are averaged over each
group. It can be seen that dements have a lower mean percentage recall
rate than either depressive or normal groups.
than normals but higher than dements.

Depressives scored lower

This same trend is apparent in

comparisons of both rate of presentation and modality. Generally, standard
deviations reflect a low degree of variability within each of the 3 groups.

Inspection of the anova summary table reveals a highly significant main
effect of groups (See Table 4 below). The 3 groups differ at the .001 level of
Significance (F(2,57)=106.22).

This shows a clear level of performance

difference with the respective means of groups being 44.16 (normal), 34.72
(depressed) and 15.89 (demented). Clearly, the demented group performed
most poorly on total recall tasks.
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Table 4. Summary table of analysis of variance for normal
N=20), depressed (N=20) and demented (N=20) groups.
- - - -- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Source of
Variation

df

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F

p

Epsilon
Correction

----------------------------------------------------------------------

G

2
57
1
'2
57
1
2
57
1
2
57
9
18
513
9
18
513
9
18
513
9
18
513

Error

M
GM
Error

R
CR
Error

MR
GMR
Error

P
Gl
Error

MP
GMP
Error

RP
GFP
Error

MRP
GMRP
Error

331281.206
88884.648
3251.029
1664.164
24865.073
7479.117
1367.733
13301.814
766.829
655.123
18625.173
570772.826
107649.461
377827.472
21754.261
9752.681
273638.235
5702.036
5126.563
275088.408
4022.998
6920.164
262893.659

165640.603
1559.380
3251.029
832.082
436.229
7479.117
683.866
233.365
766.829
327.561
326.757
63419.203
5980.526
736.506
2417.140
541.816
533.408
633.560
284.809
536.235
447.000
384.454

106.222
7.453
1.907

.0000**
.8084
.1578
1.00

32.049
2.930

.0000**
.0615
1.00

2.347
1.002

.1311
.3734
1.00

86.108
8.120

.0000**
.0080*

4.532
1.016

.0000**
.4397

1.181
.531

.3044
.9436

.872
.750

.5500
.7588

.66

.81

.83

.80

Note: G=Groups; M=Modality (pictures and words); R=Rate of Presentation;
P=Position of item.
* The Epsilon Correction was used to provide a more conservative estimate of

significance.
**Q.<.001:

Q.<.05

The significant groups main effect was further analysed by using Tukey's
HSD test for pairwise comparisons of group means (Winer, 1971).
Demented subjects scored significantly lower than ·either normals or
depressed subjects.

There were also significant quantitative differences

between depressed and normal groups (See Appendix 20).
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Modality
Contrary to Gibson's (1981) report, and the findings of the pilot study, more
pictures were recalled (M=32.59) than words (M=30.57). However, the main
effect of modality was nonsignificant and it can therefore be concluded that
verbal and visual memory tasks were matched in terms of difficulty level.
Although there is a trend for depressed subjects to remember more words,
whereas normal and demented subjects were more successful at recalling
pictures, the group by modality interaction effects were also nonsignificant.
Results reduce the probability that differential memory impairment between
groups is related to modality.

Rate of Presentation
As expected, a faster presentation rate of 0.8 seconds significantly lowered
recall scores (M=29.72). Comparatively, a slower presentation rate of 1.5
seconds per item yielded a mean of 33.26 for both pictures and words
combined.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the difference between

presentation rates was large enough to affect performance levels
(£(1 )=32.05; Q<.001).

Although the overall effect of rate of presentation was not significantly
modified by the group under consideration, the trend was in this direction.
While all groups performed better at slower presentation rates separate
anova designs revealed that the degree of improvement was significantly
greater for depressed subjects (F(1,57)=5.19; Q.<.05; Appendix 24). As
predicted in hypothesis two, faster presentation rates did not qualititatively
alter the shape of either normal or depressed groups
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performance curves, to that characteristic of dementia patients. Normal
and depressed groups continued to remember items presented at the
beginnings of lists ("primacy effect") when exposure times were
decreased.

These findings were not consistent with Jorm's (1985)

suggestion that groups might perform similarly if recall ability was
equated by decreasing the rate at which items were presented to
depressed and normal subjects. Thus with inadequate time to learn, less
opportunity to rehearse items, increased difficulty in areas of attention,
motivation and a combination of other factors, the latter two groups
should lose the "primacy effect".

The distinctiveness of the demented groups performance is apparent
from

visual inspection of the data.

When their performance at 1.5

seconds per item is compared with the performance of depressed
subjects at 0.8 seconds per item, the differences are major both
qualitatively and quantitatively (see Figures 1 & 2).

Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 compare the memory performance of the normal,
depressed and demented groups for words and pictures at 0.8 and 1.5
seconds per item.

Overall, there is a similar pattern of results in all

figures regardless of modality or rate of presentation.

Any other higher order interaction effects involving rate of presentation
are not significant.

However, there is some indication that rate of

presentation affects modality although the effect is nonsignificant.
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Position
Serial position effects are highly significant (F(6)=86.11; 12<.001),
indicating that probability of recall of any item is clearly dependent upon
its position in the list. Similarly, the group x position interaction (GxP), is
significant (F (2,9)=8.12; 12<.001).

This effect further supports the

evidence tha.t there are major differences in pattern of performance
between normal and depressed groups on the one hand and dements
on the other.

Figure 7, plots the percentage of items correctly recalled for each group
collapsed over modality and rate of presentation.

It is evident that the

dementia group performed very poorly, with the slope of their curve
indicating remembrance of those items most recently presented.
Significant differences between pairs of curves for this GxP interaction,
were carried out by using simple an ova designs. Normals were
compared with depressed and demented subjects separately; depressed
subjects were compared with demented subjects on total recall scores
(See Appendices 22, 23 and 24).

Inspection of the Sum of Squares (SS) for separate GxP interaction
comparisons shows that 85% (SS=92,088.47) of the total GxP interaction
variance is due to the difference between normals and dements
(F(5,205)=15.00; Q<.001); whereas, only 13% (SS=14, 173.11) of the
error variance can be accounted for by the difference between normal
and depressed subjects (F (5,209)=1.85); 12>.001). . The anova for
depressed compared to demented groups for GxP also indicates a
pattern of performance that is significantly different (F(9)=9.08; Q.001).
With respect to item position demented subjects are more likely to
remember those items most recently presented. In fact, Tukey's HSD test
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showed no significant differences for item position 10 when the recall of
depressives at 0.8 seconds, was compared with dements at a slower
presentation rate of 1.5 seconds (Appendix 21).

Finally, there was a significant interaction between modality and position
(Q.<.001).

Pictures tended to present a greater "primacy" effect than

words . The effect is lost when clinical grouping is taken into
consideration (See Table 3).

Summary of Results
The three groups differed significantly in amount of items recalled and
the pattern of remembrance.

Controls exhibited the highest recall

performances, followed by depressed and finally those with dementia.
Even when rate of presentation was decreased depressed and normal
groups continued to evince strong "recency"

and "primacy" effects.

Although there were significant quantitative differences between amount
recalled and rate of presentation, memory loss was present in all groups
when items were presented at a faster rate of 0.8 seconds. In conclusion,
pattern of performance distinguished more clearly between depressed
and demented groups.

Justification for use of the serial position

paradigm as a discriminatory measure is further strengthened by its
ability to transcend modality and rate of presentation, especially when
groups have been equated for differing levels of performance.

CHAPTER

5

DISCUSSION

The discussion of the results begins with a consideration of the three main
hypotheses, followed by the theoretical implications of these findings and
contributions made by the present study to the available literature. This leads
on to a more general discussion of improvements, and possible future
research directions in the area of differential diagnosis of elderly people with
depression and/or dementia.

Hypothesis 1
The demented group was most easily distinguished from depressives and
controls, by severity and pattern of memory impairment. The data confirm that
both depressed and demented elderly people demonstrate impairment of
memory in comparison to the control group, the loss being more severe in
dementia. These findings are in accord with previous studies demonstrating
impairment on other memory tasks (see McLean 1987a for a review).

The present study aimed to confirm and extend the findings of Gibson (1981)
by minimising the methodological problem of comparing memory recall
between depressed and demented groups that differed in initial learning
ability.

The first hypothesis predicted that there would be quantitative

differences in memory performance when the level of recall of depressives
was reduced to that of dements by decreasing the time to study each item
(Jorm, 1986), and as expected level differences were discovered. The profiles
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in figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 and the information in Table 3 clearly indicate that
the dementia group tended to perform more poorly in the recall of both
pictures and words.

The finding of level differences was unexpected for several reasons: Firstly,
dementia subjects were considered to be less cognitively impaired in
comparison to previous studies, because they were required to reach a
criterion on the Simple Paired

A~_~ociates

Test (Isaacs & Walkey, 1964) and

most of the subjects were still community residing.

However BDI scores

indicate that 35% of dementia subjects were experiencing at least moderate
depression. It may be that the combined effects of depression and dementia
cause much greater cognitive impairment than either disorder on its own.
Unfortunately, there are no studies which include a mixed sample despite the
well known fact that people with dementia often have coexisting depression in
the earlier stages of this diease (Carstensen & Edelstein, 1987).

Secondly, it was expected that reducing rate of presentation for depressed
subjects would equate for differences between groups. However while there
were no significant differences between depressed and demented groups for
the most recently presented item (i.e. position 10), overall differences
continued to be significant (F(1 }=5.19; Q<.05).

Depressives scored a mean

percentage total recall of 33.50 for words at 0.8 seconds, in comparison to the
dementia group who scored 15.62 at the slower presentation rate of 1.5
seconds (see Table 3).

Thus groups were not equated for initial cognitive

ability and it is still possible that quantitative differences are confounded with
qualitative differences in memory performance.

According to Miller (1971), Hart et al. (1987), and McAllister (1981) different
rates of presentation make little difference to the memory recall of subjects
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with dementia.

Using a recognition paradigm Hart et aI., (1987) found that

even when demented subjects were equated for initial learning ability,
performance was signifcantly poorer than that of control and depressed
subjects. In contrast, the present study indicated that all subjects, including
those with dementia benefited from slower presentation rates. This tends to
suggest that it is possible to equate for quantitative differences between
groups.

The degree of improvement for memory recall at 1.5 seconds is much greater
for depressives compared to dements. Results are consistent with Hart
(1987a) who found depressives demonstrated a "normal rate of forgetting"
when given longer exposure intervals (i.e. 4 seconds per item).

One

explanation is that depressives experience a slowing down in the ability to
process information at speed (Kendrick et aI., 1979).

Slower presentation

rates give depressives more time to rehearse new information, compensating
for secondary attentional and motivational deficits (McAllister, 1981)

A further explanation for level differences is that they may be related to the
lower levels of education apparent in the dementia sample (M=7.3 years).
Researchers have reported a tendency to overdiagnose dementia in persons
with lower education levels (Huppert and Tym, 1986). Future research would
need samples matched on this variable.

Hypothesis 2
The second hypothesis predicted that there would be qualftative differences in
memory recall when performance levels were equated among the depressed
and demented groups.
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Despite attempts to equate for differences in performance levels, demented
and depressed subjects could be clearly grouped on the basis of performance
patterns. The dementia group showed a strong "recency" effect and a marked
loss of items presented at the beginnings of lists (Le. primacy effect). This
would tend to suggest that groups have been equated for recent or immediate
short term memory and that mechanisms of immediate perception, short term
storage and recall from short term memory are intact.

Comparatively,

depressives exhibited a remarkedly robust "primacy" effect (Le. serial position
effects were highly significant regardless of presentation rates).

These

findings are in accord with Gibson (1981), Miller (1971) and Mungas (1983).

The performance of depressives mirrored the pattern of recall displayed by the
control group (Le. recall of items was better at the beginnings and endings of
lists), in this sense, the hypothesis was not supported as qualitative
differences in memory performance allowed for discrimination between
diagnostic groups. It is still possible that findings reflect level differences more
than pattern differences in this study, therefore results are at best tentative.

Hypothesis 3
It was expected that selective verbal or visual memory deficits would be more
noticeable when level differences between groups had been minimised. This
hypothesis was not supported.

Gibson (1981) had found no significant

difference between depressed and demented subjects on either visual or
verbal tasks.

Similarly, the present study showed no overall significant

differences between visual and verbal memory (F(1 )=7.4S'; p>.OS).

Results do not support the view that dementias can be distinguished on
neuropsychological grounds, as cortical or subcortical (Caine, 1981;
O'Donnell, 1988).

According to this view the essential difference between
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depressive cognitive deficit and dementia lies in the presense of aphasia,
appraxia and agnosia which is held to be indicative of cortical involvement
(Lezak, 1983). Since verbal memory has been found to be the most frequent
impairment in dementia (O'Donnell et ai, 1988), one would expect depressed
scores on verbal tasks for this group. However subjects in this study were not
distinguished according to selective impairment of visual or verbal modality.
This finding may partly be attributed to the fact that subjects were required to
follow instructions on practice trials, and reach a criterion performance on the
Simple Paired Associates Test (Isaacs & Walkey, 1964) to ensure
comprehension of the demands of the tasks.

Subjects were, therefore,

probably more verbally intact than samples used in previous studies
(Lezak,1983).

Furthermore, cortical features may not be apparent until the later stages
(Caine, 1981) of dementia.

Naugle et al. (1985) found that differential

impairment in subjects with Alzheimers diease depended on level of
functioning.

Low functioning groups performed consistently poorer on a

variety of tasks. Those who were more intact (N=59) performed more poorly
on verbal, intellectual and memory measures relative to visual spatial tasks
(i.e. they retained more visual spatial ability). Differences were also found to
depend on educational background. The lower educational levels of dements
in the present study may also account for the lack of selective differences.

On the other hand, memory models suggest that the recall of verbal tasks
should be'" greater than visual tasks in normal subjects, because visual tasks
require and extra level of processing, via iconic memory and there is more
opportunity for rapid decay of information (Baddeley, 1976). Not only did the
performance of dementia subjects fail to support this model, but normal and
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depressed subjects also showed no significant reduction in the recall of
pictures.

Chapman and Chapman (1973) and Baron and Tremain (1980) have argued
that differences in the performances between groups can arise as a result of
the differences in the discriminatory power of two or more cognitive tasks,
since discriminating power is a function of item difficulty.

For example,

Whitehead (1973) attempted to equate for differences in memory performance
by comparing serial learning by depressed subjects for hard words with those
by the demented group for words of medium difficulty. However, she ended
up confounding word type with level of performance differences. Since items
in the present study appear to be matched in terms of difficulty one can
assume that differential deficits do not reflect an inequality in the
discriminatory power of the tasks employed.

Theoretical Implications
Several implications with regard to the theoretical nature of memory
impairment in depressed and demented elderly people follow from this study.

Firstly, from a methodological perspective, the present study strongly supports
the use of the Serial Position Paradigm as an adjunct to existing diagnostic
procedures aimed at discriminating between depressed and demented
elderly groups. Qualitative differences in performance continue to exist when
attempts have

be~n

made to equate for quantitative differences in

performance (Jorm, 1986).

A number of explanations have been provided for the loss of the "primacy"
effect in dementia: Firstly, research~rs have speculated that new information
is incorrectly encoded into memory ( Larner, 1977; Miller, 1977; Weingartner,
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1981). Since the "recency" effect remains intact for the dementia group in
both previous research (Gibson, 1981, Miller, 1971; Mungus, 1983) and in the
present study, it seems reasonable to suggest that short term retention and
learning capacities must also be intact, at least for those in the earlier stages
of dementia. However, the fact that size of the patient's primary memory deficit
increases linearly with increasing items between presentation and recall,
argues that the secondary memory deficit in dementia is at least partially due
!II

to impaired primary memory (Wilson et aI., 1983). Other investigators (Miller,
1971; Diesfeldt, 1978) have come to the same conclusion.

Some researchers have proposed that some form of consolidation deficit
contributes to the rapid forgetting of items early in the list (Hart, 1987a;
Weingartner, 1981). This happens when subjects fail to process the semantic
or meaningful features of information which leads to reduced probability of
recall.

In contrast depressives have been argued to have difficulty with

acquisition without impairment of memory consolidation. This would account
for the current quantitative differences in performance between depressives
and controls.

The rapid loss of information from memory in people with dementia tends to
suggest that long term storage or retrieval processes are problematic. Miller
(1975; 1977) has proposed that memory deficits are predominantly related to
retrieval. Unfortunately, it is difficult to ascertain quantitatively the influence of
retrieval on memory impairment since it is involved in testing for both retrieval
and retention. However, there are studies indicating that' demented patients
are able to retrieve memories from the past (Bayles & Kasniak, 1987).

The similar performance of depressive and control subjects supports
suppositions that the cause of memory impairment in dementia is
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characteristically different from that of depression (Albert, 1981; Gaine, 1981 ;
Wells, 1979). For example, the ability of depressives to benefit from a longer
rate of presentation supports the theories of Gronholm and Molander (1957),
Gronholm and Ottosson (1961) and Sternberg et al. (1976), namely that
memory impairment in depression is from an impaired registration without
impaired retention.

While dements also benefit from longer presentation

rates, loss of the primacy effect tends to indicate an inablity to retain
information for any length of time.

Analysis of Error Type
The serial position paradigm requires a number of processes other than just
the

storing

and

retrieving

of information.

Generating

information,

discriminating and inhibiting irrelevant material are all processes inherent in
the task and it appears to be in these processes that dementia patients have
particular difficulty (Graik, 1977).

Miller (1975), Weingartner (1981) and Whitehead (1973, 1974), have
suggested that intrusions are important variables affecting the memory
performance of dements.

Although error types were not analysed in any

depth in this study, errors were recorded and categorised as transposition
errors (i.e. the recall of items from previously presented lists) and random
errors (i.e. items recalled from outside of any of the previously presented lists).
Scores indicated that not only did dements exhibit a greater number of total
errors in comparison to depressives and controls but that they also made a
greater number of random inclusions (N=370).

In comparison, depressives and controls were more likely to make
transposition errors (Appendix 25). This finding supports previous research
which has found that depressives are susceptible to interference effects (Miller
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& Lewis, 1977).

Interference is inherent in the serial position paradigm,

particularly in the form of competition among responses during retrieval
producing a failure in discrimination between items from previous lists and
present lists.

Since reduced opportunity to learn new information (i.e. by decreasing'
exposure time) still resulted in qualitative differences in error type, intrusion
and/or interference variables may be important in the discrimination of groups.
However, before error responses can be validly compared, both depressives
and dements need to be equated for number of correct responses. It would
further ensure that overall levels of performance are equated for between
groups and this has not been attempted with previous studies examining error
types (Chapman & Chapman, 1973).

Limitations

There are three main limitations in the present study.

Firstly, uneven list

lengths in each of the four experimental conditions, meant that raw data had to
be converted into percentages before meaningful statistical comparisons
could be made. This may have affected the accuracy of statistical analysis.

Secondly, since this is the first study in the dementia literature attempting to
equate for differences between depressed and demented groups using the
serial position paradigm, no specific procedure was used. Differences in level
of performance were equated by increasing the rate that items were presented
to the depressed group (Jorm, 1986).

The presentation 'rate of 0.8 seconds

was approximately half of the original presentation rate used in Gibson's
(1981) study. It was also the fastest rate at which items could be presented
clearly and coherently to the pilot group.
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Perhaps a more effective means of equating for differing levels of performance
would be to emulate procedures used in amnesic research (Huppert & Piercy,
1979; Squire, 1981). This would involve varying stimulus exposure intervals
between and within the three groups to ensure adequate matching for initial
learning before participation in the experiment. Unfortunately, this approach
would require much more in the form of time and effort from participants.

Thirdly, the following problems arise with the present choice of comparison
samples:
1.

All conclusions in the present study must be prefaced by the fact that

subjects were diagnosed and referred through different sources, therefore, it
was difficult to standardize diagnostic criteria. One of the major difficulties in
research is defining dementia, therefore it is suggested that dementia criteria
be standardized and detailed and prospective longitudinal studies should be
conducted to record the natural history of this condition.

2.

In the attempt to describe and identify the performance of individuals with

depression or dementia, account must be taken of the performance of those
who might have mixed dementia and depression (estimated to be 20% of the
demented population). There are no documented studies including a mixed
group, yet data from such a group may yield important information concerning
mixed dementia.

In the present study there was some overlap on the dimension of mood as
indicated by Beck Depression Scale scores. It is therefore possible that
subjects show a mixture of deficits to be found in depressed and dementing
conditions and this might obscure differences between groups.
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3.

The dementia group is comprised of subjects with different subtypes of

dementia, which limits possible conclusions as different subgroups perform
differently (Cermak & Butters; 1984). For example, subjects with Korsakoff's
syndrome exhibited a normal rate of forgetting when initial levels of learning
were similar and yet they are known to have a variety of cognitive deficits
(ibid), whereas subjects with Alzheimers diease did not benefit from longer
exposure intervals (Miller, 1971). Further differentiation is required between
the most common forms of dementia, namely Alzheimers diease and Multiinfarct dementia.

Similarly, different types and severity of depression may also determine
degree and type of cognitive impairment.

Although Coughlan and Hollows

(1986) did not find a correlation between severity of depression and
performance on recognition tasks, future research is necessary using elderly
depressives with different levels of depression.

According to Erikson and

Scott (1977) unless a procedure can be demonstrated to have some degree
of linearity with severity of dementia or depression it is difficult to assess the
degree of impairment.

4.

An additional problem is the inclusion of subjects with other types of

pseudodementia (Mclean, 1987a).

Cermak and Butters (1984) have

demonstrated that subjects with amnesia also show this loss of the primacy
effect.

While the serial position paradigm may be useful in the differential

diagnosis of dementia and depression,

it is

possible that other

pseudodementias also exhibit this loss of the primacy effect.

5.

Thirteen of the 20 depressed subjects were on some form of anti

depressant medication.

Anti depressant drugs are known to improve the

cognitive performance of depressives (McNair, 1984) therefore, performance
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may be qualitatively similar to normals because subjects are less depressed.
Alternatively, there is sufficient evidence to indicate that multi medication of
the elderly appears to have a negative effect on memory and speed of
performance.

Similarly, tricyclics have also been found to cause cognitive

impairment in depressed elderly groups (Woods & Britton, 1985).

Future

research may wish to investigate deficits with subjects before they are put on
anti depressants.

Future Research
One of the most common problems in the dementia literature is that
researchers fail to equate for differences in learning ability before testing for
differences in pattern of cognitive peformance.

This study successfully replicates a number of previous findings (Gibson,
1981; Mungas, 1983; Miller, 1971) and further extends results by minimising
the methodological problem of confounding qualitative and quantitative
differences in memory (i.e. by manipulating rate of presentation).

This

investigation also established the new result that quantitiative differences in
performance do not affect qualitative differences in memory performance
when using the serial position paradigm. Nevertheless, a revised replication
should be attempted using methods already established in amnesic research
(Huppert & Piercy, 1979).

Whether there are individual differences depending on the type of diease,
personality, life events or whether there is a universal pattern for the sequence
of memory loss in either depression or dementia still needs to be addressed.
Further analysis of the effects of education, occupation, sex, marital status may

•

provide clearer answers to this question. Data are available in the appendix
but are not included in the statistical analysis of the present study.
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Finally, the present study only uses one memory variable, and no single
measure alone can be used to discriminate between depression and
dementia.

A variety of memory variables need to be included to create

profiles of impairment and to identify the distinct memory dysfunctions
theoretically predicted in dementia and depression.

Separate variables

further need to be tested in studies where the overall level of performance is
equated for the two groups.

In conclusion, it is clear from the present study that there may indeed be some
basis for utilizing memory performance to help in the identification of mild
dementia from depression. Further study in the area of cognitive performance
of mildly demented individuals to examine other areas of cognitive
functioning, such as visuospatial perception and higher level reasoning may
show more accurate discrimination between depressed and demented
groups.
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APPENDIX 1. Letter to the Sunnyside Hospital Board

27 May 1988
Mr H.R. Unger
Chief Clinical Psychologist
Sunnyside Hospital Board
Psychology Department
Private Bag
CHRISTCHURCH
Dear Ralf,
Enclosed is a copy of a research proposal by She ran Kay
concerning memory loss in elderly patients suffering from
dementia or depression.
Sheran is hoping to use Sunnyside as
one source of outpatients.
Would you please look at it and in due course let me know
about the feasibility of the proposal from the hospital's
point of view.
Thank you
Yours sincerely,

W.A.M. Black
Senior Lecturer in Psychology

Canterb
Hospital
----~-----------------~--~-

The Princess
------------

.A.M. Black,
or Lecturer In Psychology,
rsity of Canterbury,
ate Bag,
STCHURCH.
Dr Black,
you for your letter of the 2nd of June 1988.
As you know
had a talk with Sheran Kay and had a chance to have a
at her draft research proposal.
I think this is a particularly
esting and useful study and would like to do my best to
rage it.
ill firstly need permission from the Hospitals Ethical Committee
t the project and I will get this underway immediately.
ill also be necessary for Sheran to be responsible to a member
the clinical staff if she is interviewing patients at the
Hospi tal or in the K Wards.
I will therefore discuss this
Dr Fairgray, Medical Superintendent-In-Chief, and ask if
uld be happy for me to provide the necessary clinical supervision
this project.
I will get this underway immediately.
regards.
s s in~/fJ~er:{'
I,

I

j.~';x~(
,

/

Sains'bury,
or Lecturer/Physician,
SSMENT & REHABILITATION UNIT.

Canterbury
Hospital
Board

Office of the Medical Superintendent-in-Chief
Prlvale Bag, Christchurch. New Zealand Telephone 799-180

When replying please quoie

12 July 1988

Ms Sheran Kay,
Departrrent of Psychology,
University of Canterbury,
Ilam,
CHRIS'ICHUOCH.

Dear Ms Kay,
RE: DIFFEREN'rIAL MEMJRY LOSS AND DEMENTIA AND DEPRESSION IN THE ELDERLY
The Ethical Committee has considered the above-rrentioned research protocol
and I have been advised that the Corrmittee felt that the pat ient / carer
information sheet was inadequate and that a fuller description of this
study, written in simple language, was necessary.
A suggestion was also made that the patient's general practitioner should
be inforrred of their involverrent in the study.
I t would be appreciated if you could note the requirerrent that the general
practitioner be inforrred and also provide a revised patient/carer information sheet for consideration by the Committee.

The Committee had no other ethical objections to the proposals, and once
the matter of the information sheet is resolved, approval will be given
for the study to proceed.
Yours sincerely,

cc:

W.A.M. Black, Senior Lecturer in Psychology,
Departrrent of Psychology , University of Canterbury
Mr H.R. Unger, Chief Clinical Psychologist, Sunnyside Hospital
Dr K. Lynn, Acting Chairman Ethical Corrmittee,
C/- Departrrent of Nephrology, Christchurch Hospital

Canterbury
Hospital
Board

Office of the Medical Superi

dent-in-Chief

Private 8ag, Christchurch, New Zealand. Telephone 799·180

27 July 1988

Ms Sheran Kay,
Department of Psychology,
University of Canterbury,

Ilam,
CHRIS~HURCH .

RE: DIFFERENTIAL MEMJRY LOSS AND DEMENTIA AND DEPRESSION IN THE ELDERLY
Thank you for providing the information and consent forms and agreeing

to notify the general practitioners of subjects before they are involved
in this study.
The Ethical Cc:mnittee believes that the research protocol is now appro-

priate and have no ethical objections to it proceeding.
Accordingly approval is given for this study to proceed in accordance
with the protocol submitted.
Yours sincerely,

Q.

I)

~

0~~~~-::-U~~:l;.~

E. M. pren'<ter~st
for R.A. Fairgray
ACTING ASSC>2IATE
cc:

/t)

RAL MANAGER - PATIENT CARE

Dr K.L. Lynn, Acting Chairman, Ethical Committee,
C / - Nephrology Department, Christchurch Hospital
Dr W.A.M. Black, Senior Lecturer in Psychology,
Department of Psychology University of Canterbury
Mr H.R. Unger I Chief Clinical Psychologist I Sunnyside Hospital
I

Department of Psychology
University of Canterbury Christchurch 1 New Zealand

CONSENT FORM
PROJECT TITLE: THINKING, FEELING AND MEMORY.
RESEARCHER: Sheran Kay.
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY;
Each person will be asked to fill out 2 forms. One includes 13 short
questions about how they are feeling. The other consists of questions about
everyday life. They will also be given words and pictures to recite.
Some information about the person's general state of health will also be
required. Thankyou for your support.
I understand the activity I am going to take part in. I have had the chance
to ask questions and understand I can ask questions at any time during the
study. I also understand I am able to withdraw consent at any time.
SIGNATURE OF SUBJECT: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SIGNATURE OF RESEARCHER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DATE: _ _ _ _ __

X 6.

Volunteer Sheet

Department of Psychology
University of Canterbury Christchurch 1 New Zealand

A STUDY ON THINKING, FEELING AND MEMORY

Little is known about the way thoughts and feelings influence the memory
of older people. I would like your help in a study that is looking at this
relationship between your thoughts, feelings and memory. I need the help
of people over 65, living in the community.
Your interest would add to our knowledge.
The study will take about 30 minutes of your time. It involves recalling
simple words and pictures for about 10 minutes,and answering some
questions about everyday life. I would be happy to visit you at home.

I hope you will take part. Please leave your name and contact number or
address on this form. All information you give is confidential
This study is being supported by the Psychology Department, University
of Canterbury. ..

~...

Sh~an i<~yA.

Research Student.

MY NAME IS
I CAN BE CONTACTED AT; Telephone No. _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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APPENDIX 7. Demographic Questionnaire.
DEMOGRAPHIC

INFORMATION

TIME OF DAY TESTED: _ __
DATE:
SEX:
AGE:
DATE OF BIRTH: _/_/_
NATIONALITY:
EDUCATION: (e.g. years at school or level of acheivement)

MARITAL STATUS:
1. Married
2. Widowed
3. Single
4. Divorced/Separated
5. Defacto
MEDICAL ASSESSMENT CARRIED OUT BY: (e.g. P.M.H. Geriatric
Assessment Team, Sunnyside Geriatric Assessment Team,
Neurologist, General Practitioner,etc).

ASSESSMENT DONE: _/_/_
DIAGNOSIS OF SUFFERER'S CONDITION AS TOLD TO THE CARER OR
PATIENT:
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APPENDIX 7 Cont. Demographic Questionnaire.
DURATION OF SUFFERER'S CONDITION:
1 . 0-1 years
2. 1-2 years
3. 2-5 years
4. 5 or more years
5. Not applicable
DETAILS OF ANY OTHER PHYSICAL ILLNESSES:
(e.g.
hypertension, asthma, visual or hearing difficulties etc)

CURRENT MEDICATION:

PAST PSYCHIATRIC HISTORY: (e.g. have you experienced any
other illnesses in your life such as alcoholism, raised
anxiety levels)

HAVE YOU HAD CAT,ECT,OR EEG SCANS RECENTLY, IF SO
WHEN:

HAVE YOU RECENTLY EXPERIENCED ANY MAJOR CHANGES IN
YOUR LlFE:(e.g. recent surgery, relocation, death of a family
member or friend).

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
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ENDIX 8.

The Mini Mental State Exam (Falstein, Fa!stein & McHugh, 1975).

like to ask you some questions to check your concentration and your memory.
Number:

Right

()

Error

Orientation
1. What is the ...
Year?
Season?
Date?
Day of the week?
re are we right
For instance what country are we in?
What city are we in?
What are 2 main streets nearby?
What room are we in?
What is this address?
what is the name of this

()

3. I am
to name
(1 second to say each)
After I have said them, I want you to repeat
them. Remember what they are because
I am going to repeat them again in a few
minutes. Please repeat the three items.
Apple
Table
Penny
(Repeat objects until they are learned)
Tria Is,_ __

Record

( )

(98) (86) (79) (79) (65)

7 from the answer you get and keep
subtracting 7 until I tell you to stop.

Number of errors 0

2 3 4 5 '

Cant do
Other Refusal
4. (b) Now I am going to spell world forwards
and I want you to spell it backwards
W-O-R-L-D
Spell "world" backwards
(Repeat if necessaary but not after
spelling starts)

Print Letters
Number of errors 0 1 2 3 4 5
Cant Do
Other Refusal

'I'f

rL--"~'"

-

__ ,t,,_

•• ,11,.

1.''''''",..41

'-'L\.A\~

L..I\QIII.

Right

Recall

Error

can,
Do

i3l

-

(9)

-

-

( )

5. What were the three objects I asked you
to remember.
Apple
Table
Penny
Language

()

6. (a) (Show a wristwatch) What is this called"{
Watch
(b) (show pencil)
Pencil
(c) I'd like you to repeat a phrase after me:
"No if's, ands. or but's"
(Allow only one trial)
(d) (Read the words on this page and
then do what it says.
Hand "CLOSE YOUR EYES"
sheet. If respondent closes eyes score.
(e) (Read full statement and 1b..a.o hand
over paper.) I am going to give you a
piece of paper. When I do. take the
paper in your right hand. fold the paper
in both hands and put the paper on your
lap.
(f) Write any complete sentence on that
paper for me (Sentence should have a
subject and a verb, make sense, spelling
and grammar errors are Okay).
(g) Here is a drawing. Please copy this
drawina on the same paper.
(Correct if the two five-sided figures
intersect so that their juncture forms a
four-sided figure and if all angles in
the five-sided figures are preserved.)
TOTAL SCORE

' HE LI BRARY
UNIVERSITY OF CANTERBURY
CHRISTCHURCH, iliA.

L--.

Other
Refusal
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APPENDIX 9. Beck Depression Inventory.
INSTRUCTIONS:

This is a questionnaire. On the questionnaire are

groups of statements.

Please read the entire group of statements in

each category. Then pick out the statement in each group which best
describes the way you feel today, that is, RIGHT NOW!

Circle the

number beside the statement you have chosen. If several statements in
the group seem to apply equally well, circle each one.

BE

SURE

TO

READ

ALL

THE

STATEMENTS

IN

EACH

GROUP BEFORE MAKING YOUR CHOICE.

1

I am so sad or unhappy that I can't stand it.

2

I am blue or sad all the time and I can't snap out of it.

3

I feel sad or blue.

4

I do not feel sad.

1

I feel that the future is hopeless and that things cannot improve.

2

I feel that I have nothing to look forward to.

3

I feel discouraged about the future.

4

I am not particularly pessimistic or discouraged about the future.

1

I feel I am a complete failure as a person.

2

As I look back on my life all I can see is a lot of failures.

3

I feel I have failed more than the average person.

4

I do not feel like a failure.
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APPENDIX 9 cant. Beck Depression Inventory.
1

I am dissatisfied with everything.

2

I don't get satisfaction out of anything anymore.

3

I don't enjoy things the way I used to.

4

I am not particularly dissatisfied.

1

I feel as though I am very bad or worthless.

2

I feel quite guilty.

3

I feel bad or unworthy a good part of the time.

4

I do not feel particularly guilty.

1

I hate myself.

2

I am disgusted with myself.

3

I am disappointed in myself.

4

I don't feel disappointed in myself.

1

I would kill myself if I had the chance.

2

I have definite plans about committing suicide.

3

I would be better off dead.

4

I don't have any thoughts of harming myself.

1

I have lost all of my interest in other people and don't care about
them at all.

2

I have lost most of my interest in other people and have little
feeling for them.

3

I am less interested in other people than I used to be.

4

I have not lost interest in other people.

1

I can't make any decisions at all anymore.

2

I have a great deal of difficulty making decisions.

3

I try to put off making decisions.

4

I make decisions about as well as ever.
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APPENDIX 9. cont. Beck Depression Inventory.
1

I feel that I am ugly or repulsive looking.

2

I feel that there are permanent changes in my appearance and
they make me look unattractive.

3

I am worried that I am looking old or unattractive.

4

I don't feel that I look any worse than I used to.

1

I can't do any work at all.

2

I have to push myself very hard to do anything.

3

It takes an extra effort to get started at doing something.

4

I can work about as well as ever.

1

I get too tired to do anything.

2

I get tired from doing anything.

3

I get tired more easily than I used to.

4

I don't get any more tired than usual.

1

I don't have any appetite anymore.

2

My appetite is much worse now.

3

My appetite is not as good as it used to be.

4

My appetite is no worse than usual.
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APPENDIX 9 cont. Beck Depression Inventory.

Range of Scores

0-4

None/Minimal

5-7

Mild

8-15

Modarate

16+

Severe
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APPENDIX 10. Simplified Paired Associates Test.
Isaacs, B. and Walkey, F. A. (1964). A Simplified Paired Associates Test for Elderly Hospital
Patients.

British Journal of Psychiatry, .11Q.. 80-83.

When I say to you the word "knife", I want you to say "fork" when I say "east", I want you to say
"west", and when I say "hand" I want you to say "foot".
Word Pairs are then given in random order three times each. When answer is wrong or no
answer is given the examiner supplies the correct answer. When the correct answer is given a
plus is marked. The score is the total number of minuses (incorrect answer); a score of 0
represents optimum performance and a score of 9 represents
instructions/form for part II.

Part I

knife - fork
east - west
hand - foot

Part "

cup - plate
cat - milk
gold -lead

complete failure;

same
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APPENDIX 11. Record form for words.
LIST ONE
Rate of Presentation

Correct

Other

w:xn
t£N
BY
RACE
FAIL
BLON
PLACE
TRIP
WISE
SIDE
LIST THREE
Rate of Presentation
KNEW
DEATH
YES
TRUTH
DARK
SUCH
KEPT
JOB
SAW
EACH
LIST FIVE
Rate of Presentation
PUT
NICE
GUARD
enD
GAIN
HOLD
MARCH
SORT
\'\OR<
TEN
LIST SEVEN
Rate of Presentation
FORM
KILL
JOY
HELP
ARE
WENT
TIE
STRONG
THERE
SIT

LIST TWO
Rate of Presentation
HIGH
IJ..E

Correct

Other

Correct

Other

Correct

Other

3)

DRIVE
SHARE
ELSE
SEA

I-O.E

Correct

Other

NEXT
STORE
LIST FOUR
Rate of Presentation

IXJIvN
OBEY
DID

E£

Correct

Other

LATE
RISE
LAID
COULD
PFDVE
YaJNG
LIST SIX
Rate of Presentation
TEAR
SINCE
HEART
BIT
LINE
S)N

DEAR
SMILE
CLaJD
REAL
Correct

Other

12.
of Presentation

Record form for the recall of pictures.
Correct
Other

Other

TWO
Rate of Presentation

Correct

Other

Correct
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APPENDIX 13. Correct and alternative responses for the Kendrick Object Learning Test
- Form A.

CARD 1

CARD 2

CORRECT RESPONSES

ACCEPTABLE
AL TERNATIVES

CAT
BED
WATCH
KEY
BANANA
HORSE
SPECTACLES
NEWSPAPER
SPOON
JUG
CRAB
GUN
DOLL
FLY
TREE
UMBRELLA
SCISSORS
CAR

KIDEN, PUSSY

UON
CARD3

CARD 4

FISH
AEROPLANE
COIN
UNION JACK
SNAKE
CANDLE
MAN
PEN
PLAYING CARD
TELEPHONE
HEN
SAUCEPAN
BABOON
VIOLIN
MOUSE
TOOTHBRUSH
VASE OF FLOWERS
MUG
SUITCASE
SHIP
PIG
ENVELOPE
COW
BABY
KETTLE
BUSH
NECKLACE
WINEGLASS
ELEPHANT
BALL

TIMEPIECE
LATCHKEY, YALE KEY
DONKEY
GLASSES
PAPER, NAME OF PAPER
TENNIS RACQUET
SPIDER
RIFLE
GIRL, LADY
BEE, WASP, INSECT
BUSH,SHRUB
MINI
TIGER
PLANE, AIRCRAFT
NEW PENCE, MONEY, SHILLING, FLAG
COBRA
PENKNIFE
QUEEN OF CLUBS, ANY CARD
CHICKEN
CHIP PAN, PAN, POT
MONKEY, APE
GUITAR, FIDDLE
RAT
ORNAMENT
JUG,BEAKER
GALLEON, BOAT
LEDER, KITE
CHlLD
TREE, SHRUB
BEADS
GOBLET
BUTTON
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APPENDIX 13 Cant. Correct and alternative responses for the Kendrick Object
Learning Test - Form B.
CORRECT
CARD 1

CARD 2

CARD 3

CARD 4

RESPONSES ALTERNATIVE
RESPONSES

HAT
TEAPOT
CLOCK
KNIFE
APPLE
JACKET
CHAIR
BOOK
COMB
BOTTLE
COAT
CORNET
BABLY
SHOES
BUSH
TELEPHONE
MATCHES
SHIP
TIE
JUMPER
HOUSE
NECKLACE
BELL
GLOVES
VASE OF FLOWERS
SCISSORS
ENVELOPE
UMBRELLA
SCARF
KETILE
TROUSERS
PLAYING CARD
SHIRT
PAINTBRUSH
CANDLE
WINEGLASS
PARCEL
CAR
BOOT
PEN
SOCKS
DOLL
SAUCEPAN
TREE
COIN
MUG

ALARM CLOCK
CRICKET BAT
FRUIT
COAT, ANORAK
BIBLE

BUGLE etc. INSTRUMENT
CHILD
SHRUB, TREE
GALLEON, BOAT
SWEATER, PULLOVER
BEADS
ORNAMENT
LETTER, KITE

QUEEN OF CLUBS, ANY CARD
QUEEN OF CLUBS, ANY CARD
WHITEWASH
GOBLET
PACKAGE, BOX
MINI
WELLINGTON, GUMBOOT
PENKNIFE
STOCKINGS
GIRL, LADY
CHIP PAN, POT, PAN
SHRUB, BUSH
NEW PENCE, SHILLlNG,MONEY
JUG, BEAKER
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APPENDIX 14. Summary table of physical disorders for Normal,
Depressed and Demented Groups

Physical Disorders

Subjects
Normal (N=20) Depressed (N=20) Demented (N=20)

Cardiac
(e.g. hypertension,angina).

5

5

2

Arthritis; Decreased
mobility

6

7

7

Vision impairment
(i.e. cataracts and
colourblindness).

1

2

0

Diabetes

0

1

0

Urinary; Faecal
(e.g. incontinence, ulcers,
piles)

1

5

3

Vitamin, Hormone
deficiency

3

0

1

Epilepsy

0

0

1

Respiratory
(e.g. asthma, bronchitis)

2

7

0

Skin disorders

2

0

1

Migraines; Recent Flu

0

3

0

Other (Hernia, Psoriasis,
hemiparesis, circulation
problems)

1

0

3

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX 15. Summary table of prescribed medication for normal,
demented groups.

depressed and

Subjects

Medication Type

Normal (N=20)Depressed (N=20) Demented (N=20)
Analgesics
(Codcomel, Oruvail,
Voltaren, Surgam, Lederfen,
Digesic, Capadex, Allopurinol)

3

9

2

Antibiotics
(Flucoxin, Penicillin)

0

2

0

Sedatives
(Antispasmodics, Probanthein,
Halcion, Ergodryl, Valium,
Neulactil, Librium, Melleril,
Haloperidol, Nitrazepam,
Mogadon)

4

8

5

Antidepressants
(Doxepin, Immipramine,
Amitryptiline, Mayprotyline,
Chlorpromazine, Surmontil)

0

13

1

Cardiac
(Thyroxine, Adalat,
Digoxin, Arginine, Blocadren,
Metoprolol, Renitec)

6

3

1

Diuretic
(Frusemide, Clyclopenthiazide,
Amizide, Lasix, Lactuloses,
Thiazide, Bendrofluazide,
Oscal, Aspel)

1

2

8
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APPENDIX 15 cont. Summary table of medication prescribed to Normal, Depressed
and Demented Groups.

Medication Type
Group

Subjects
Normal (N=2) Depressed (N=20) Demented (N=20)

Asthma
(Ventolin inhaler,
Becotide)

2

o

o

Glaucoma
(isopto teardrops)

1

o

o

Other: diabetes; dietary
additives; skin disorders;
cancer
(Insulin, Iron tabs, Siow-K,
Postasium, Thiamine, Alpha
Keri, methotrexate).

2

4

3
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APPENDIX 16. Duration of dementing/depressive conditions and Marital
status of normal, depressed and demented groups.
Duration of dementing or depressive conditions
Group

Depressed (N=20)
Demented (N=20)

Condition

Duration in Years

Depression
Dementia

0-1

1-2

2-5

>5

2
8

8
11

7
1

3

o

Marital status of Normal, Depressed and Demented Groups.

Group

Normal (N=20)
Depressed (N=20)
Demented (N=20)

Married or
defacto

Divorcedl
Widowed

10
3
11

6

3

12

1
1

6

Single

Separated

1
4
4
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APPENDIX 17. Results of analysis of variance comparing the
Mini-Mental State Exam scores of normal (N=20), depressed
(N=20) and demented groups

One Factor ANOVA

X1: Group

Y1: MMS

Analysis of Variance Table

s ource:

OF

s um s;quares:

Mean s,quare:

F -test:

Between groups 2

1606.533

803.267

90.549

Within Qroups

57

505.65

8.871

p

Total

59

2112.183

Model II estimate of between component variance = 397.198

=

.0001
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APPENDIX 18. Results of analysis of variance comparing the Beck
depression scores of normal (N=20), depressed (N=20) and
demented (N=20) groups.

One Factor ANOVA

X1: Group

Y1: Beck

Analysis of Variance Table

s ource:
Between

OF
~roups

s um s:,guares:

Mean s;quare:

F -test:

2

2044.3

1022.15

46.118

Within. groups

57

1263.35

22.164

P = .0001

Total

59

3307.65

Model II estimate of between component variance

=

499.993
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APPENDIX 19. T-test comparing picture and word total recall
scores of pilot study subjects (N=8).

Paired t-Test

DF:

7

X1: words

Mean X - V:

-4.875

Y1:

Paired t value:
-1.053

pictures
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APPENDIX 20. Tukey's HSD Test of significance for group
differences among depressed (N=20), demented (N=20) and normal
groups.

Upper Triangle:

A.
B.

c.

Dements
Depressives
Normal

.05 level;

Lower Triangle:

.01 level

A

B

C

x

§

§
§

x

§
§

§

x

Note: differences were not significant between groups; §=significant differences
between groups.
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APPENDIX 21. Tukey's HSD Test for item position 10 among
depressed (N=20) and normal (N=20) groups at a presentation rate
of 0.8 seconds, and dementia subjects at 1.5 seconds.

Upper Triangle:

.05 level;

A

A.
B.

c.

Dements
Depressives
Normals

Lower Triangle:

.01

level

B

C

x

§
§

x
§

Note: x=differences were not significant between groups; §= differences were
significant between groups.

x
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APPENDIX 22. Results of analysis of variance between normal
(N=20) and depressed (N=20) groups.

Source of
Variance

G
Error
M

df

38
1

GM
Error
R

38

1

rn
Error

38

MR
GMR
Error

P
G'
Error

38
9
9

GfvP
Error

342
9
9
342

RP

9

MP

GFP

9

Error

342

MRP
GMRP

9
9

Error

342

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F

p

39187.271
67305.533
2135.202
1663.804
18430.472
7007.322
853.093
11545.326
902.387
489.527
16374.817
450127.863
14173.107
291220.618
28350.892
1461.603
222506.262
4891.998
3510.375
225713.598
4286.245
6087.425
213268.426

39187.271
1771.198
2135.202
1663.804
485.012
7007.322
853.093
303.824
902.387
489.527
430.916
50014.207
1574.790
851.522
3150.099
162.400
650.603
543.555
390.042
659.981
476.249
476.249
623.592

22.125

.0000**

4.402
3.430

.8426
.0718

23.064
2.808

.0000**
.1020

2.094
1.136

.1561
.2932

58.735
1.849

.0000**
.0587

4.842
.250

.0000**
.9866

.824
.591

.5947
.8045

.764
.764

.6502
.6502

Epsilon
Correction

1.00

1.00

1.00

.61

.79

.79

.76

Note: G= Groups; M= Modality (pictures and words); R= Rate of Presentation; P=
Position of Item.
*
The Epsilon Correction was used to provide a more conservative estimate of
significance.
**Q.<.001 :*Q.<.05
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APPENDIX 23. Results of analysis of variance between normal
(N=20) and demented (N=20) groups.

Source ot
Variation

df

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F

p

G
Error

1
38

.0000**

1
38

321521.320
1542.742
4505.497
395.016
463.546
2446.242
25.427
170.177
897.482
493.151
360.229
45420.896
10232.052
682.235
1031.733
722.574
536.910
432.635
267.761
435.244
474.348
198.659
486.592

208.409

M
Gfv1
Error

321521.320
58624.195
4505.497
395.016
17614.732
2446.242
25.427
6466.735
897.482
493.151
13688.693
408788.061
92088.467
233324.395
9285.600
6503.162
183263.158
3893.711
2409.846
148853.570
4269.135
1787.927
166414.529

9.720
.852

.8035
.3618

14.375
.149

.0005·*
.7013

2.491
1.369

.1228
.2493

66.577
14.998

.0000*·
.0000**

1.922
1.346

.0480*
.2120

.994
.615

.4446
.7841

.975
.408

.4606
.9305

R
CR
Error
MR
GrvR
Error
P

G'
Error
MP

GMP
Error

RP
GP
Error
MRP
GMRP
Error

38
1
1
38
9
9
342
9
9
342
9
9
342
9
9
342

Epsilon
Correction

1.00

1.00

1. 00

.60

.73

.83

.70

Note: G= Groups; M= Modality (pictures and words); R= Rate of Presentation; P=
Position of Item.
The Epsilon Correction was used to provide a more conservative estimate of
significance.
**!2<.001: *!2<.05
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APPENDIX 24. Results of analysis of variance between depressed
(N=20) and demented (N=20) groups.

Source of
Va riat io n

G
Error
M

df

38

GM
Error
R

38

Gl
Error

38

MR
GfvR
Error

P
CP

Error

MP
GMP

Error

RP
<?fP
Error

MRP
GMRP
Error

1
38
9
9
342
9
9
342
9
9
342
9
9
342

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

F

p

136213.219
51839.567
693.440
437.427
13684.942
6188.536
1173.080
8591.567
61.352
.007
7186.836
336454.458
55212.616
231109.931
10748.370
6664.256
141147.051
5181.643
1769.623
175609.648
2950.698
2504.894
146104.363

136213.219
1364.199
693.440
437.327
360.130
6188.536
1173.080
226.094
61.352
.007
189.127
37383.829
6134.735
675.760
1194.263
740.473
412.711
575.738
196.625
513.479
327.855
278.322
427.206

99.848

.0000**

1.926
1.215

.1733
.2773

27.372
5.188

.0000**
.0284**

.324
.000

.5723
.9953

55.321
9.078

.0000**
.0000**

2.894
1.794

.0026*
.0682

1.121
.383

.3467
.9430

.767
.651

.6467
.7526

Epsilon
Correction

1.00

1.00

1.00

.63

.67

.67

.75

Note: G=Groups; M=Modality (pictures and words); R=Rate of Presentation;
P=Position of Item.
* The Epsilon Correction was used to provide a more conservative estimate of
significance.
**12<.001:

*,Q.<.05
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APPENDIX 25. Summary table of number and type of errors
made by normal, depressed and demented groups for picture and
word conditions.

PICTURES
Group

Total Errors

Error Type
Random

Transposition

Normal (N=20)

260

122

138

Depressed (N=20)

180

40

140

Demented (N=20)

320

172

148

WORDS
Groups

Error Type

Total Errors

Random

Transposition

Normal (N=20)

220

66

154

Depressed (N=20)

260

84

176

Demented (N=20)

420

198

202
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APPENDIX 26. Mann Whitney U results for total recall scores of
residential(N=4) versus community based (N=16) dementia
groups.

Mann-Whitney U

Number:
Group 1 14
Group 2: 1 6

Y1 : Total

X1: Subjects

Recall Scores

L Rank:

Mean Rank:

63 5
.
: 146.5

115.875
9.156

1

U

10.5

U-prime

53.5

Z

-2.032

Z corrected for ties

-2.042

# tied groups

8

ENDIX 27. Recall of words at a presentation
0.8 seconds for. normal (n=20) subjects,
conversion to percentages.
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DIX 27 cont. Recall of words at a
entation rate of 1.Sseconds for normal (N=20)
before conversion to percentages.
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DIX 27 cont. Recall of pictures at a
ntation rate of 0.8 seconds for normal (N=20)
before conversion to percentages.
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27 cont. Recall of pictures at a
sentation rate of 1.5 seconds for normal (N=20)
jects, before conversion to percentages.
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PENDIX 27 cont. Recall of words at a
entation rate of 0.8 seconds for depressed
0) subjects, before conversion to percentages.
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DIX 21 cant. Recall of words at a
esentation rate of 0.8 seconds for
nted subjects (N=2~, before conversion to
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